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ALHUQUEKQUE. NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

VOLUME 20
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The city the president and the other distingof visitors uished guests were escorted by United
"ho have leen attracted by tbe un- - States Marines and the Academy bano
usual naval spetacle which will takei to the Armory building, whvre the
place here today in connection with memorial exercises will be held.
The program of exercises includes
the removal of the body of Admiral
Paul Jones from the temporary tomb addresses by President Roosevelt,
in the Academy grounds to a room General Horace Porter, the former
In the Memorial hall of Bancroft hall. United States ambasador to France,
It had been Intended at first to deposit whrse efforts brought about the disthe body In the cryt in the basement covery of the remains of Admiral
of the new chapel building wf the John Paul Jones, M. Jusserand, the
Naval Academy, but the latter could French ambassador. Governor War-fielof Maryland, and Secretary
not be completed In time. Rather than
postpone the date of' the memorial Bonaparte, who will preside at the
ceremony, the Secretary of the Navy exercises.
The French government
decided to deposit the body tempor- will be represented by M. Jusserand.
arily in Bancroft hall, and to have it Rear Admiral Campion, his starf m
transferred without ceremony to the five officers, headed by Captain Rat-ollcrypt, when the latter will be finished.
chief of the naval staff of the
The French government had sent French Ministry of Marine; Captain
over a cruiser squadron to take part Guspratte, and
ofllcers of the
s
Marseillaise, Captain Huget,
late
in the exercises and the French
p
to farmer Presiarrived here a few days ago. naval
The squadron consisted of the flag- dent Ijouliet, and seventeen officers of
ship Marseillaise, and the first class the Conde. End Captain LeFevre and
cruisers Admiral Aube and Conde. twenty officers from the Admiral
The squadron is under the command Aube.
Admiral
At the conclusion of the exercises
of Rear Admiral Campion.
Campion, the members of his staff,' In the Armory, which will be witnessand the officers of the French cruisers ed by more than five thousand Invited
were fust received upon their arrival guests and other tiolders of tickets
by Rear Admiral Bradford, of the of admission, the body of Admiral
American oruiser squadron, consist- Jones will be removed from its teming of the flagship Olympla, the Cleve- porary resting place in the tomb of the
land, Denver and Des Moines, and Academy grounds, and carried to Ban
Jater by Reair Admiral Davis, of the croft hall .where it will remain until
battleship division, consisting of the the permanent resting place In the
battleships Alabama (flagship), Iowa, crypt of the Academy chapel will be
Upon' completed. The body will be carrteu
Illinois and .Massachusetts.
landing, they were received by Super- - by petty officers of the American and
intendent Sands of the Naval Acad- - French warships and marines of the
emy, and his staff of officers. Yestr-- j two fleets will form the .escort ol
day, Admiral Campion and' the niem-- ( honor. An 'admiral's salute will be
lws of his staff were escorted to fired during the transfer of the body.
"Washington, where they were enter-- !
The ufllcers of the French squadtainod by President Roosevelt at; ron will return to Washington, tomorluncheon, in the White House. They' row morning, and will be entertained
returned last night and spent the, at luncheon by Secretary of the Navy
night aboard their ships, to be in Bonaparte. In the afternoon they
will attend a cavalry and artillery drill
readiness for the ceremcnies today.
A special train from Washington, at Fort Myer, nd in the evening they
Roosevelt,
the will be the guests of M. Jussorand,
bearing President
French ambassador, M. Jusserand, the French ambassador, at a dinner
other foreign dignitaries, a number oi given in their honor at the French
United States senators and members embassy. On Thursday, the officers
of the House, of Representatives, ar-- i w ill be taken to Mount Vernon, en the
They will return to their
rived here shortly after noon today.; Dolphin.
The distinguished guests were re-- i ships on the following day and will
colved at the station by Admiral probably sail on Saturday.
Among those who have come here
Sands and other officers of the Naval
Academy, and escorted to the official to inttend the exercises in honor of
residence of the superintendent, where Admiral Jones are representatives of
they Were entertained at an informal many patriotic associations from all
luncheon. Shortly Lefore 2 o'clock, parts of the country.
24.
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San Francisco, Cal., April 24. Following the rain which fell Sunday
night and yesterday, which greatly
Intensified the misery and sufferings
of the homeless people of this stricken city, last night was one of comparative comfort and of greatly Improved conditions. The night was
clear and warm. The condition of
the people. Is constantly growing better and the distribution of provisions
is becoming more systematic and
methodical. While the heavy rains
for the time being, added much to the
misery of 'the homeless, it did much
towards Improving the sanitary conditions throughout tho city.
At 10:40 o'clock last night an
earthquake shock was felt throughout
the city, 'and momentarily created
considerable alarm, but no damage
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IS RIVAL COMPANY AFTER

was done.

aide-de-cam-

ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN?

PRESIDENT'S SPEECH
STIRS EVERY HEART
On behalf of the American people ' The history of our navy, like the
I wish to thank our ancient ally, the history of our nation, only extends
preat
proud and over a period of a century and a quarnation,

The mnals of the French navy are
v, li h the names
of brave and
able feuiuen, each of whom counted
death as a mistress when the honor
of his llag was at stake; and among
the figures of these brave men theru
loom the larger shapes of tho.se
liko Tourville, Duquesene and the
Bailli do Sul'frcn, who won renown as
fleet admirals inferior to none of any
iiavy of their day in martini prowess.
In addition to welcoming the diplomatic and oiliclal representatives
of France here present, let mo also
express my heartiest acknowledgements to iir former ambassador to
Paris, General Horacu Porter, to
whose zealous devotion we iartieu-kuiowe it that the body of John
Paul Join's has been brought to our
shores.
'ii u thi- Ixuly was t li us l.r.i'ight
over tae l't't sen! at ives of many
nt cities wr'te to me, each ask-iu;.' t : at it should find its last rest-- :
ing place in his ei y. But 1 feel that,
the place of all others in which the
memory of the dead hero will mot
vun l lie a living force is here in
Annapolis, where, ear by year, we
turn out the midshipmen who are to
f:ctr in the future the navy, among
wlioye founders the de'Jd man stands
first. Moreover, the future naval officers, who live within these walls,
wil; find in the career of the man
h r'e life we this d:iy celebrate, not
n.ere'y a fuhjec! f'ir admiration and
UK fit, but an object, li SMHl to be
taken, into their inn rmnf! hearts.
should
otlici r in our navy
know by heart the de. Is of John lViul
Kvi-rloiies.
oiticer in our navy
should feel in ewiy fibre of his being the eager
sire to emulate :!ie
enerKV, (he pnfe?;sionul cafacity, t.le
and daun:-l- s
inl mitable deterrninat
scom of leath wh'ch marked
John Paul Jones above ail his fellows.
filled

y

dif-I'e-

!

:'.

ter; yet we already have many memories of pride to thrill us as we. read
or hearof what has been done by cur
fighting men of the sea, from Perry
i'nd Maodonough
to Farragut and
Dewey.

These memories include brilliant victories, and also, now and
then, defeats only less honorable
than the victories themselves, hut the
only defeats to which this praise can
he given are thoso where, against
heavy odds, men have stood to the
death in h peless battle?. It Is well
for every American officer to remember that while a surrender may or
may not be defensible, the man who
refuses to surrender
need never
make a defense. The one fact must
always be explained; the other needs
no explanation.
Moreover, he who
would win glory and honor for the
nvion and for himself, must n. t too
closely count the odds; if he does,
he will never see such a day as that
when Cunhing sank the Albermarlo.
In
his fight with the SerapU.
Jones' ship was .so badly mauled that
his opponent hailed him, saying, "Has
your ship struck?' To which Jones
answered. "I have not yet begun to
fight." The spirit which "inspired that
answer upliore the man who gave it
and the crew who served him through
fury of the In tile, which finally
ended in their triumph. It was the
an.e spirit which marked the commanders cf the Cumberland and the
Congress, when they met an equally
glorious, though less fortunate, fate.
The CiiinU'rland sank, her flag flyln?.
and her guns filing with the di'cks
awash, w hile, win n summoned to surrender. Moriis replied. "Never! I'll
sink alongside!" and made good his
words. Immediately after the Cumberland was sunk the Congress was
attacked, and her command' r, Lieutenant joe Smith, was killed. After
flgh'itig until she was helpless, and
being unable to bring le r guns to
bear, 'he ship was surrendered; but
when smith's t'athor, old Commodore
J Smith, who was on duty at Washington, haw by the
lies from
Fori Monroe that the Congress had
the white flag, he said quietly,
"Then Joe's !d." Surely, n father
c mid w ish to feel a prouder certainty
of his boy's behavior than the. old
( ..mmodore
he possesse 1.
when he thus sp;ke; and no naval of-
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General Manager Hopewell Denies the Ru- mor- -
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Appearances Indicate Some One
Is Attempting to Jump the
Right-of-Wa- y,

GOVERNOR
"t am and have been in close touch
ft begins to look as though diere
would ix "something doing" oil the with several prominent officials of
line of th Albuquerque Eastern rail- the Albuquerque Eastern, and I can
road within the next week or so. safely say that the road, and the HaAnson Johnson, a railroad contractor, gan coal fields line will he built In the
is securing all the laborers he possi- i very near future. The rights of way
bly can for work on the line between have been secured and a great deal
Frost and Hagan. He sient the day of grading already completed. Plenty
in Albuquerque trying to secure la- of material is now on hand to c.m-- !
borers, and yesterday his foreman, plete these Hues. Work on the Albu-- ;
Miguel L'2rmarillo, shipped to Hagan querque Eastern, which has been sus- -

IS ENJOYING

'

j

WASHINGTON

.

horses and mules, forty pended for some time, has not been
scrapers and other paraphernalia to renewed as yet, but will undoubtedly
be commenced in the near future. In
be used In the work of grading.
U is the intentt:n of the company the meantime, any other company,
to complete the track from Frost sta- corporation or Individual that wants
tion to Hagan as soon as possible, to build a line to Albuquerque, the
and actual work' will begin just as Hagan coal fields, vr elsewhere, has a
soon as the necessary laborers can perfect right to do Sv, and i wn say
be secured.
that the owners of the Albuquerque
In conversation with a representa- Eastfrn, the Hagan coal fields road,
tive of The Evening Citizen, the and the Santa Fe Central, will put no
alove named gentleman stated that obstructions in the way of any new
the work would probably be pushed railroad that may he projected or
to completion as far as the building proposed to be built into Albuquerque
of a line to the Hagan coal fields was or the o:al fields, but their rights of
concerned, but when pressed, would way and the property holders of the
not say whether it was the Albuquer- Albuquerque Eastern and Santa Fe
que Eastern or a rival company that Central will be protected to the full
to start est extent, and as yet no company, or
was making preparations
ganization or corpruration has secured
grading in that district.
an interest In the Albuquerque EastDenies Above Item.
Wtfien shown the above item, Col. ern's right of way. This I know to
W. S. Hopewell, general manager of be a fact, and if a company Is now
the Albuquerque Eastern, which com- sending men, teams and scrapers to
pany also owns and operates
the Fn:st station or Hagan, it is not the
Santa Fe Central, said most emphat- Albuquerque Eastern, for while that
absolutely no road will certainly
be completed,
ically that "there
truth In the rumor," and declining to work has not yet been renewed uion
go intv explanations.
its right of way."
It Is rumored that a rival company
Another Company, Perhaps.
has been formed for the purpose of
above, It certainly
According to
"jumping" the Albuquerque Eastern's looks as though the
some other company
right of way, and building Into the besides
Albuquerque Eastern was
Hagan coal fields, and Judging from desirous the securing
an nuance lut.s
of
repby
given
out
the
the information
the Hagan coal fields district, but If
cerresentative of Anson Johnson, it
Is to be commenced, the
actual
tainly looks as though an attempt fact haswork
been kept decidedly quiet, as
w uld be made nt once to complete
no one in Albuquerque, outside of
a line into the Hagan coal fields.
j.Miguil I.iarniarillo, representative of
Says Road Will Build.
Anson Johnson, who claims he has
A prominent resident of the Kstan-cisent thirty-sihorses and mules and
valley, who resides on the line of forty scrapers to the scene of in-- :
tended irperations, could be found
the Santa Fe Central, in close
to the point win re the Albu- who would authorltively Mate that
querque Eastern rlslit of way crosses work would be commenced in tnenext
that portion of the coun'ry. and who lew days, and General Mai.aier Hopelitis inst arrived in Albuquerque from well, of the Albuquerque Eastern, as
the iiaau coal fields, l:i c nveisatlon nuo'cd above, denies t!
statement
apers had
with a repr smtalive or' The Evening Hint horses, men alii
oik on any
fit:, n. discussing this new phase of 'ecu sent to COIllllll ;,
the l.ilii Tnir oT th" AliMiqilerque ' of tile Alliuquei(iic li 'era's prop- I'l't les.
said:

lie Lunches With Senator

thirty-si- x

Ceveridge and Calls
on President.

j

a

prox-emlt-

y

COLONEN BURGMAN'S CLAIM

Recommended by Committee.
Former Superintendent
of New Mexico Pen.

Covenior llagerman and Senator
Foraker hail a warm interview today
bill.
regarding the.
It
seems that Senator Foraker regards
this bill as being a ruse of the Joint
statehi.jdites la Arizona to force the
gambling element In that territory to
support jointure, and that the Arizona jointuri'es are not pressing: its
passage for moral reasons, (ioveinor
llagerman today lunched with Seiia-- t
r Hevetidge and later called on the
president.
g

IMPERIAL COUNCIL
IS POSTPONED

epl-

-

tanh.
We l.av, niet today 1o do honor to
the mighty .lead. Heme!:1.!.; r that our
words of admiration ire but as
souniliiiL- - brass and tinkling cymbals
If we do not, by steady preparation
and lV the cultivation of soul and
mind and body II; urselves so that in
time of need we slull be prepared
Let every
to eilMiatc th ir deeds.
midshipman who passes through this
remember, as he looks
upon the tomb of J'.hn I'atil. Jones,
that while no courage c:hi alone for
the luck .; ttitll ettieii ltey w Jili-comes et'.iy thr.riL'li caivf.d prepara-t- i
n
Iti
careful
advance, itiroiiuli
trainim !' th men. and eaief il fitting
of :1c- - engine., of war,
things can avlil
f t'.e--:; m t.e
unless in C.C ii!i ir.eiit o;' cri es the
heart rises levi with the crisis. The
navy w 'm
cat':(in will tin' surrendwhip
::i tin- - huif ran
er are
.il surMm r.ivy v.h".-.ui.' it:.-of sl id
th.. ite
render. unle
or force is pio digi n.s. The courage
tbxlai-.i
whieii rie'.er iei.is a:i

ALBUQUERQUE
CEREMONIBUT
ALS OF MYSTIC SHRINERS WILL
MAY 4 GENERPLACE
TAKE
OUS DONATION MADE TO

yc.-rday in The Kven- st
A
meeting of the
li. ihe
good ships lug ('it
i
.M.istie Shriiiers. that
it.
s and
'he ability peril.
.'
been hi Id in Ivos Angeles
s ami these v a- 'o I:.:
to um" he.-:!;.ti:of May. has been
n
1,11;
will often
i,s pr
ISorradaile. of Hal- l'"'t
atone for mitiy o'h.-bortcoininL's, poie-lhyad temple, receiving late J'es-i- v
and if with it are
the oilier lilt
tie ti:
tii't rin. mi the follow ing mesmilitary dualities the
fane owner
Col- Imperial I'olema'e
tr.

ye-ti-

!

I

1

-

.

j

Im-1-

i

place r Mr.
food w.a

e

post-ntat.-

-:

-

wiit.-pons-

I

-

becomes literally

in w net

li:.

Ont.
Toron
Albuquerque
,

WILL DO HOIWR TO

!

JOHN PAIL JONES

l.llj

.rrai'ii:..

ai I. cs , Angeles,
is absolute.

il

.1

.'1

Tiii
I..

TEMPLE LODGE MEETS TONIGHT
TO HOLD MEMORIAL SERVICES
IN HONOR OF BRAVE PATRIOT.
TVmple

l.nlg,.

P-

lhis .v
rimirs
lor the purpos,, of
l.ie'lioriiil services
..'
III! Paul .Joins.
A fpecial
pared ani will be
All mi inljer.i are req.i
I. riihitice.
1'y order
'
J. C. Ferger, f
'

.

ami

A.

vn

In
I.,

..,.

M.. will met t
in their loeig,.

ill

C
i

I!

..

w

II

of s:
eVeil.ll

it 8 o'clock bund, t.i!'
M:isonie hall fray he
i.'Tins with to l.es A:.- -'

..:

ot

'III

'"'I in full.
u be iu

grand

'.dry.

.permit

expressmen
.fifty cents

for

to

a

trunk and twenty-fivcents for
smaller baggage to any part of the
City.

HOW TO SEND RELIEF
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
San Francisco, Cal., April 24. All

offers cf relief and contributions
ot
any nature should be addressed to
James D. Phelan, chairman of the
finance committee. Pine and Fillmore
streets, San Francisco.
STATE MILITIA PROVING
ALTOGETHER TOO FRESH.
San Francisco, Cal., April 24. Chief
of Police Dlnan announced this morning that the reports of clashes between the police and national guardsmen were greatly exaggerated.
Officers of the department
are taking
their regular details from the captains of their respective companies,
and are doing patrol duty in
with the regulars. It Is believed that before the close of today,
every militiaman will be withdrawn
from duty on the city streets. There
have leen a number of disagreeable
little incidents, and on several occasions the militiamen have fired on
the police for disobeying some order
issued by a guardsman. For this reason it is desirable that the militia be
withdrawn.

Following the unfortunate kilUng
of TUdcn by some
vigilant, It Is said that all city patrols
and all guards will be disarmed, and
th. troops, both regulars and militia
will be Instructed not to shoot except
in case of extreme necessity.
Tho general conditions of the city
are improving mpldly. Hundreds of
men are at w.3rk clearing up the
tottering
streets and dynamiting
walls. The water company has 1,000
men at work repairing the broken
water mains, and many sections of
the residence district are abundantly
supplied with water. Several car
lines are ready to commence opera- EXODUS HAS BEGUN
tion just as soon as It is safe to turn
FOR EASTERN POINTS
on the power.
Ogden, Utah, April 24. A. B. Mose-le- y,
central passenger agent of the
ESTIMATE OF DEATHS
Harrlman Hues at this point, estiENTIRELY TOO SMALL. mates that 10,000 to 15,000 San FranWashington, D. C. April 24. The cisco refugees will pass through Ogofficial report from General Greeley, den before the end of the exodus. A
as to the extent of the lss of life in Bpecial train due at noo nhas 340 to
be fed by the relief committee and
San Francisco is ns follows:
"From very careful investigations other trains from the coast are
made by Captain Winn today, so far crowded with helpless people. The
as information la obtainable, the en- Southern Paeffic paid passenger traffic
tire San Francisco death list from has been demoralized between Oaktho late disaster is reduced to 277 land and Ogden by the railroad's genvictims. Of these, about fifty, con- erosity of carrying refugees free. On
from one special train yesterday there was
sisting of unknown, gathered
various parts cf the city, have been not a ticket taken by the conductor.
temporarily buried in Washington and BURNED
DISTRICTS ARE
Portsmouth squares."
CLEARLY DEFINED.
New York, April 24. Vice Presi-den- t
NUMBER OF KILLED
Calvin of the Southern Pacific
WILL NEVER BE KNOWN.
railroad today defined the boundaries
San Francisco, Cal., April 24. The of
the burned district of San Francoroner's office will be reorganized to- cisco
rein the following dispatch
day. Up to the present time, bodies
at the company's office. The
have been burled by tho soldiers and ceived
district in general, is inside of
naval militia near where found. For burned
'
following
this reason it is feared that the ex- thePeginning atlimits:
ferry
the front of
act number of dead will never be building and running south the
just in- ir.,1uh .ai,T.O.I VB.
1,.M,nn,.
..fJ
?
deputies had cared for
terdny that
streets, west! on
350 bodies taken from tho ruins, but Hrannon and First
Prannon
to
Second,
south to Town-senthls number does not Include those
west to the corner of Eighth,
burled by the police and naval mil and Division,
northwest on Division
itia
to Harrison, south to Twentieth, west
to Church, north to Market, east of
FERRY BUILDING TO BE
Franklin, north to Jackson east of
RESTORED IMMEDIATELY
Van Ntss, north to Pay, east along
.)
shore to the destroyed docks on
Sanspme,
along East street to
moved and rebuilt immediately. The the point thence
of beginning.
tower was damaged by tho earthquake
principally in the three lower stories.
Partial List of Dead.
and will have to bo strengthened by
Chnrla Anriprunn Funnlt. Ttftrmtt- actual
tne
rods and timuers ueiore
iWlIli 1ack y 0 Burgo, Anna Puller,
work of removal can bo done. The Alleman, F. Puicaluki, Pat Urodlnlt.
new tower will be of reinforced con- ank Podemill, George Uowen. O.
Crete.
Herd, Frank N. Hordwell, Lyon, Henry
Branuan, George Brown, ltobt. Brod- IS TO BE
CHINATOWN
erick, Wm. Carrick, J. K. Cooper,
REBUILT MILES AWAY. Ijeina Crowder, J. E. Conway, Mrs.
San Francisco, Cal., April 24. All M!ccurren, Emily Curran and child,
of the (,'hintso ' the city are being, Maul Delucchi, Douimico
Delucchl,
gathered In and placed near Fort Mrs. Mario Deburiier, F. II. Delnru-Maso- n.
will
new
be nlella, Mary Dolavan, Louis Enger.
Chinatown
The
Point, in the Martha Fay, Max Feiiner, Joseph
located at Hunter's
on
county,
extremity of tho
laglu r, Geiz, George Green, Mrs.
Hie bay shore. This is several miles Gross, C. Guy, Mrs. Ida Ilearslip, Hus-n'otie, ... F. Siestle; Henry Hansen, Hig- the old Chinat.;"wn.
gins, Houston, Mr. John, Mrs. IIouli- VERY FOOLISH ACTION
nleff, Johnson aud child. Walter Keui- CAUSES MUCH LOSS, stun, Kornlleld, Rudolph Krouser,
San Francisco, Cal., April L'i. Tho Lander, Krout, H Lund, Alfred
Engine Mengre, Maro-anc- e
vault of the Fireman's n.sur- - dale, 1..
company was opened yesterday ney, Mrs. McCauu, Cornelius and
By the
of nlr, a erl
Jospeh
McCarthy, McKenzie,
blaze was started and all the records Meyers, Myertle Muge, John Mutha,
and other papers were burned. No Myake, E. C. Nauman, J. F. Lyne,
more vaults will be
for two George Nicholas, Rixhard Nasse, cnild.
weeks.
Frank Niiniin, Paolo O'Niell, O'Nii'll,
Thos. O'Brien, Paolonelle.
CAR LINES AND STREET
Slgnl Rean, Mrs. Elizabeth Ri'ce;
LIGHTS RFADY TO BEGIN. Joanna Reiche, Rosenboig, woman;
San Francisco. Cal.. April IM.r'nink Riodan, SaUamdah. Japanese;
Within Iweiity four hours probably shioniu A and wife; L .Sienettt.
ur street ar lines will he iu oera- - Henry Schmachcr. Carroline Simnson.
lion, and the streets of two extensive Temperance Sherry. Stunles. baby:
(list nets will be lighted by elec- - Stolgeroge, IJllian Sherman,
D.
T.
trlcity.
Sullivan, fire chief, died from Injuries;
("has. F. Taggart,
Angeles; H. C.
FRENCH CONSUL CANNOT
Lideu, shot yesterday; Mary an Sllc,
BE FOUND ANYWHERE Ferdinand Van Selcht, Julia Ward,
n rraiie seo, mi, Apru
Ajinio Whalen. Annie Wohbter, John
trace of Count de I .a Itocea, French
,.r palli Ziuke
coiiKiu, nas i.een louuii.
ii is leareu
I'nknown men, lti.
thin lie lost his life in the lire.
I'nknown women. 10.
I'nknown children, G.
REMARKABLE
CONDITION
I'nknown
Chinese,
OF HEALTH IS SHOWN.
12.
I'nknown
San Fiancisco, Cal., April 24. A
canvas of district No. f, including a ly Although this report very materialreduces the death list of San Franportion of Golden Gale park, male
by Major Mclver,
of the I'lliled cisco, it is not believed it will be furincreased save by isolated vicStves army, in eharge of the district, ther
tims among ruins.
showed hu; two deaths
hince
tile
Signed.
ear: h(,iia',,e. T..e informaii n bureau
CUKKI XY, Major General.
reports every pei sou within the district bhelteleil eiiller ill tents or in
St. Louis Wool
wooden houses. Caching and
St. Louis, Mo., April 24. Wool mur
are pleuMfal. Tho au'borilies ket bteady and unchanged.

at- -

inns- -

li. A COLLINS,
Imperial Potentate,
the ids! .oiling of the
l.o Aug. les, the local
rs, tt a meeting held
fial.-the money '"II
been in'eilde.l t;
a
train

lie-n- f

t.

t

lie S in Fraiicist--

miing in all, to $2r.0.
Pot en- ;;' I. .vradaile announced to- ui"iiia'.s o U' held
day ib'i '
n t be pofct- M.i,
in th;.- - '
MexU'D
New
ui!
lMin i, ;ri
notified to thai ef- Shrlners w 'iM
sufferer-;- .

i

.

I

feet today.
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ial to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, April 21. After
a favorable report from the committee of claims upon It, the claims of
Colonel E. H. licrgrnan,
of the New Mexico penitentiary, was referred to the house committee on war claims, with the hope
that it will be Inserted In the general appropriation bill for passage.
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Another Chinatown Will Be Built, But Several Miles Out
From the Old Place The Number of Killed Will
Undoubtedly Neve Be Known.
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French
that
gallant nation, to whose help we once,
owed it that John Paul Jones was
Ablo to win for the Slars and Stripes'
the victory that has given him diiath-less fame, and to whose courtesy we,
now owe it that the body of the long
iti) i! hero has been sent hither, and
the reception of
that to coinme-mcratthe illustrious dead a squadron of
Krenc:. warsiiips has come to our

Deen Disarmed

WATER, LIGHT, CAR SERVICE PARTLY RESTORED

ceived With Approval By Every Hearer in
Vast Crowd Present.

Annapolis, Md April
ia filled with thousands
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HIS DUE FOR DEEDS OF VALOR

President's Speech Is Short But to the Point, and
'
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Have

Shoot Only in Cases of Extreme Necessity.
Another Shock Felt Last Night.

With
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CITY BY WESTERN SEA
Guards

Elaborate Ceremony
Paul Jones Received

NUMHEH

BETTER IN DESTROYED

of Fleets of France and America

HOMAGE JUSTLY

l0G.

conditions are much

Through Avenues Choked With Debris, Still Smoking From Fire, aud Be
tween Trembling Walls, Tens of Thousands of Frisco Refugees
Had to Make Their Way to the Docks and to the
Parks in Search of Refuge.

ENTOMBED WITH POMP
and
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ho Governor Stokos of
Now Jersey, Mrs. Frederick Nathan,
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president of tho Consumers' 1 .ensue
Now York; Corporation Counsel
The Citizen Publishing Company of
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Ororgo I.. Record of Jersey
John Moody, president of Hie now
M PwtnAlM for usatW (knack lk
st.v.e democratic organization of New
mmim
Otis si
mtuv.
MKMieiN'R. YOU DON'T BUY
Jersey; Mrs. Philip Carpenter, presi-de,IT UNTIL YOU NEED IT,
of the New York Statu Fcdera- mm us t inns; Irani; it. A AND
ti:m or
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may,
r
Uiyt
Jersey
YOU NEED THE VERY
of
Pagan,
ICINE
Mark A.
liirner will I'f served at 7 o'clock,
THAT SKIEE, MONEY
BEST
Al len Freeman's book,
Official Paper of Bernalillo County ami c ipiesIn ofPolitics,"
published,
just
AND
"A Year
EXPERIENCE CAN PROfend City of Albuquerquo.
will lie preset'.'ocl tn the guests as
DUCE.
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OBSERVED.
GREAT
S'ratford-on-Avem- ,
PATRONAGE.
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TERMS OP subscription:
birthday. It
W On terday was Shakespeare's
W hH n Tfr la Wmim.
fer mail. pr month
Is safe to say that it was rem em- STERLING
SAME
THE
10"
Waaklr k mii. on. rw.
hered In every part of the civilized
QUALITIES CHARACTERIZE
cekv
naturally,
globe.
city,
Tliis
by Carrier. 60c per month 'urates the birthday of the. great poet
OUR
SUNDRIES AND SICK
Cmrnw will b. d.llwl In th
In a mow elaborate manner than nny
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do
foe
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or
20
wsak.
ROOM SUPPLIES.
Kr t tk. low rat of
ttnli
other cltv In the world. The eehy
monthlr.
aas M snocith, whn
bration began last ntjilit. with a
GOODS
DELIVER
liTirtltlcK Rates Made Known cd Application performance of "Much Ado About
WE
Nothing," will continue for three
jsjkssillisn will amfor
PROMPTLY WITHOUT EXfaror br notifying- as weeks, nnd will close on May 12, with
f tho ipgr.
hdMiliawlr tm n.
performance of "A Midsummer
a
TRA CHARGE.
Utter, .nd romittjinr should b ddr.wd to Night's Dream."
Purine the three
Taa WT'" m r'cm.isHiNO Com pant. lrfta,
of
plays
wieks,
different
fifteen
smka. poottiffico and .xprs Dionor orders
ssast bsi anil pays.ul. la U wrdaT of thf Shakespeare will lie produced.
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satisfaction guaranteed. Mrs. Lug
V
ton. 411 West ConI avenue.
EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Colorado I
Automatic 18.1
ny number
WANTED
Good men,
g Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg.
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an- hour; work guaranK00000HC)PCKXW00
AMERICA HAS
teed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
Oratory yesterday. Father Bernard
First street.
A RELIABLE DENTIST
SEEK
cardinal,
Vaughan,
brother
cf
tho
late
NEW KIND
WANTED Big mail order hous
officiated, and Signor Tittonl, Italian
wants local assistant aa district
ambassador to England, was tho best Full Set of Teeth
distributer for fow counties. Per
man. The wedding was one of the Gold Crown
$6.00
NOW most brilliant social events of the sea- Gold Filling
manent work. Salary, $18, pal'
$1.50 Up
weekly from homo office, and ex
son.
The honeymoon will bo spent Painless Extracting ....50c
penses. Expense money advanced
on ithe continent, and after that tho
No investment required.
Address
young conpl will dlvldo their time ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
Standard Company, Como block
between Rome and1 their Austrian
Called Speed
Chicago.
ANTEED.
estate at Krapskl.
MALE HELP WANTED.
And Has Appeared
LIBERAL PARTY IN
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
ENGLISH HISTORY.
learning the barber trade; situa
special
rate.
Ixindon, April 24. It was exactly
tions guaranteed;
in Court.
years yesterday since Mr.
twenty-siMoler System College, Los Angeles,
Cal.
Gladstone went to Windsor and
agreed to form a ministry'. The gen-orGood men, any number
WANTED
B. F. COPP.
election had resulted in the reUSED AS AN! ARGUMENT WHY
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranturn of 349 liberals, fit) Irish home-ruler- ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
The queen
and 213 tories.
teed for three years. Inquire AbraHarrington on April 22,
sent for
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
ham's Employment office, 315 Soutl
Company Should Pay Insur and ho went to Windsor with Lord
First street.
Granville on the morning of tho folLAWYERS.
JORJENT.
lowing day. In tho afternoon the two
ance on Life of Man
Bernard S. Rodey.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
returned and drove off from Padding-toATTORN
Albuquerue
housekeeping. MG West Coal ave.
station "".o Harley street, where
Killed in Auto.
Gladstone live .il. About 5 o'clock, N. M. Prompt attention given to all FUR RENT Four room brick house,
business pertaining to the profession
that same day, Gladstone, in his turn, Will
close iu. Apply at F. F. Trotter's
practice In all courts of the terriwent to sco the queen and returned to
store.
l.a., April 24.
Orleans,
New
tory
and
befoto
tho
United
State
town
Granville,
aa prime minister.
Specialists on insanity throughout
RENT Furnished rooms over
FOR
land
office.
lords,
nnd
of the party in 1he
the country are greatly Interested in Under
the 'Golden Rulo Dry Goods comM. Bonn.
in the commons,
Hartlngton,
Ira
leader
insanity,"
a
"speed
question
pany.
of
Inquire at Room B, Mrs.
tho
ATTORNEY-A32 F street
new form of insanity which la be- both recognized that, the popular wish N. W., Washington,LAW.
Phelan.
D. C. Pensions,
bo
head
was
should
the
Gladstone
that
from
the
to
evolved
lH:n
have
lieved
nutiis'iied
of the government. That government lands, patents, copyrights, caveats FOR RLNT Three-- i t in
habit of excessively speeding by
Inquire Shufflebarger's
remained in power five years and a letter patents, trade marks, claims.
furniture store, 21S West Gold avethe agricula. W. U. Bryan.
The matter first, came to public no- half, and enfranchised
nue.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWpolicy
Irish
But
its
laborers.
tural
Albuquer
was
in.
which
suit,
it
tice through a
a failure, and the next election, que, N. M. Office, First National FOR RENT
Desiramo furnished
nought to compel an Insurance com- "','a 18S5,
403 South
room for housekeeping.
gave the liberals a mere Bank building.
pany to pay the full amount of the in
Second street, one Mock south of
E. W. Dobson.
insurance in the cas of a policy hold- handful of a majority.
postofnee.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
er, who was killed in an accident ANNUAL
TEXAS STATE
FOR RENT Two ver pleasant furwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
while speeding in bis automobile. The
SHOOTING TOURNAMENT.
nished rooms for light housekeep
Ocean Accident Insurance company
DENTISTS.
ing; also one sleeping room. 517
Austin. Tex., Afril 24. The annual
refused to pay a large policy on the
South Broadway.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
death of M. L. Hancock, who was Tox.ss State Shooting tournament
FOR RENT
Houses, from three lo
Wiled in an automobile accident in opened here yesterday under auspices
Dental Surgeon.
six rooms; modern. W. H.
Ijc Angeles, Ca!., several months of ihe Austin Gun club, with tho well
Rooms J5 and IB. Grant block, over
expert.
R.
shooting
Wallace
real estate
broker, 211
ago, on the ground that Khe company known
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
West Gold avenue.
cainnot pay a claim on an automobilist, Miller, as manager of the tournament. Both 'phones. Appointments made by
money
considerable;
lias
sum of
mall.
ss most of them are monomaniacs on A
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
the question of speeding their ma- been contributed, to be divided among
or without board, at the Roosevelt
O. D. S.
J.
Alger,
Edmund
chines, and, therefore, tli? company the winners of the various matches,
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
House, 3091,6 West Railroad avenue.
Office
in accordance with tho percentage hours, 8:30 a. m.t to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Is not responsible.
Under new management. Miss F.
In its answer, to the suit, which sytem. Resides that 1bere are a num- p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Moore.
was filed, the company asserted that ber of valuable trupliks to be con- Iiointments made by mail.
FOR SALE
the man who was killed was practic- tested for.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR
SALE
All kl nds of household
speed,
of
question
on
tho
ally lnsr.ne
furniture, 501 South Fourth street.
and that it should not bo held liable THE SECOND ANNUAL
DR. R. L. HUST,
F()
rancn and a fe w
for deaths resulting from the actions
TORRANCF. COUNTY FAIR
hundred sheep. Address, K., this
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
of a person temiiorarily Insane. In
office.
Tuberculosis treated with
the same answer the company asks
Electrical Current and Ger- FOR SALE Four good COW'S. Ad- that it it should lo beld liable it MEETING WILL BE HELD TOMOR
day
amount.
ROW NIGHT TO PERFECT PLAN micide. Treatments given each
should bo only for half the
dress, R. D. Lusted, P. O. Box 153,
FOR FAIR.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
The company also holds that its liacity.
enIn
attendance. Both 'phones.
bility is lessened if the insured
FOR SALE -- All lots in Coionada
Torranco county will hold a fair
gages in any hazardons employment,
Dh. W. G. SHADRACH,
Place. T. L. McSpadden, r.00 South
good
fall,
are
pr.spects
this
the
and
autoand this, it is asserted, covers
Broadway.
mobiling. Many psychologists are in for an excellent time of KKrt as well Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
says the Estancia
as (sightseeing,
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
and Throat.
clined Jo share the opinion that it is News.
tit a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
If last year with the county Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coab
really a form of insanity, which is de
South Broadway.
veloped in automoblllsts addicted to only nine months old, - and with com- lines. Office, 313Va West Railroad
parative!)' few peopk- in the valley, avenue.
FOR SALE A hamisomo Hnrdinaa
speeding.
piano, in lino condition and almost
and with small funds to work with,
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
For particuiiew, at a bargain.
the first annual fair was a success iu p. n
TEST OF PISTOLS TO
every way, nnd the. executive comlars, call at this office.
"UNDERTAKER."
BE MADE BY THE ARMY
could pay all bills and come
FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
Washington, I). C, April 24. There mittee
Colo. Red 115.
forth
a clean record, how greater Auto, "phone 31B.
with
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatchpistols
will be a test of revolvers and
second
shall
more
successful
the
A.
BORDERS,
and
ing;
Ed
75 cents per setting.
Springfield
armory
in
at the national
City Undertaker.
annual fair be?
Albuquerque, N. M.
in September. The chief of ordnance
Building.
and
people,
funds
Black
more
Commercial
Club
Willi
liv.re
top
FOR SALE Roll top and flat
of the army is making arrangements - an earlier start, better Mid more
and white hearse, J5.
desks; book case;
letter press;
for this competition, and It is es- horses and cattle, the outlook for
chairs nnd office table. Room 5,
ARCHITECTS.
nected there will be some interesting successful garden and farm crops, tue
First National Bank building.
developments. The only condition
county
fair
annual Torrance
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling r'OR S ALE-ga- in; J'j.O'iii rancn at a
e
upon the competitors is that second
should by far eclipse the first, and it ford, rooms 46 47, Harnett building
in
property
will
small
they shall use service ammunition, will. Torrance
county people do not Albuquerquo. N. M. Both 'phones.
exchange. Write, wire, phono or
Including the cartridge designed by do things by halves.
LAND MATTERS.
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
the ordnance depart ment. The test
A meeting was held on last Tues
army
Smith Broadway.
will be conducted by a board of
day night, at which the matter was
H. W. S. Otero,
officers, to meet on September 12, at discuss, ,i and planned. At a mass
FOR SALE OK EXCHANGE
For
Commissioner,
States
United
Court
Snringfleld.
ii
Tho , composition of the meeting on Tuesday night at l'robate
cfty or ranch property, a new
.
703
attend
Will
avenue.
.n
Silver
West
i..
.i..
rooming house. Best location
c.eMs.mu-Wiara wm
U l.rk Corbett's otllce the ball will be to matters before the land offlcf
'7.
v
In the city.
c
Address F. ,1., this of- or stair some tune
on its roll to success. I'.'very
'tart
fice.
meeting, and certain rules for the fanmelr as well as every business man
CIVIL ENGINEER.
government of tho competition will bf and woman in the county should
Fo if SALE A drug .'dorm- Joo.rilt
J. R. Farwell,
formulated at that time. There will make it his or her business to be
le town; a snap.
T. L. McSpad-(- !
RulMIng
Room 2:t. N. T. Armljo
lio several new weainms presented, there and help piuh.
n, 300 South Broadway.
Thl.i
means
and already a number of freak types you and you are wanted there at
BEAUTY CULTURE.
S F.I .lRKXT"OR" THAI )E msi your
of ordnance bave been offered for 7:30 o'cloc k
property with T. L. McSpadden, 3u0
magazine
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
A
ox.Hmtna.tion.
South Broadway.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
lilBtol, with w hich type some exprl-- ACCIDENTAL DROWNING
Late of New York city. The lates Fl 'if SALE OR TRA E - rooming
(N SALT RIVER
monts have been conducted in our,
lenses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
scientific appliance and "P to date
n
army, and which has met with a cor-was t
from tinUrnadway.
fo- - treating the hair, face
methods
!:il
amount f success abroad, will
iiu
bead
I'hoeu::.
ca.i
io
probably be tested, although it Is not publioau that a native named .1. Va- - and scalp. Complexion steaming and FOR S A LE O R TRAD K . good liusT-ii-i
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for city property. T. L. Me-- '
'xpoc-ec- t
un.
was
mere
iL.,ci.i
tnai.
drowned while balluiiu in bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
ueii or
water
automatic
Men. SCO South Broadway.
in that
lyio
such (levelopiiiel
Suit River. He accidentally ;:nt into lng. Electrolytic
Tui
avenue. Pi 'R V.VLE One and a
weapon as would b ad to its adoption deep water at a point where it was massage, C13 West Gold
ear l.no near In, on Third
not presumed to be so deep. ThoiiL-- it Anfn thnne 27!.
by our service.
was not in the current of the stream,
at a bargain. Easy terms. N. Peach
NOTARY PUBLIC.
THEATRICAL BENEFIT FOR
v Co., 212 West Gold avenue.
tho body had not boon recovered at
THE VESUVIUS SUFFERERS. the time of telephoning. Little ciuld
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Fui;
SALE Ollice furniture, consist- New York, April 24. For the
be learned about him except tbat he Office with W. B. Childers, 117 Vott
iv.
of five roller top desks, safe.
of the people who won) made was a young man mid had bet n emGold avenue.
ta,ii s, chairs, one large and one
homeless by tho recent eruption of ployed for some time on the extens:aail letter press, carpe ts and o; hi r
ACCOUNTANT.
Mount. Vesuvius, a grand charity
sion work.
ii' ins. Call at room 31, N. 'P.
under the direction of the
Books and
ACCOUNTING
building.
Chamberlain's Salve Is good for EXPERT
combined theatrical managers of this
ited, statements prepared. Improved 1'oR '.SALE At a MicrihYe", t'lieT--l
cMy will be given at the Meropolltan any disease of the skin. It allays iac
sys ems Installed. Twenty years'
a:;t
lVirby A. Day re.sidi nee, at
Opera House tonight. Many of the itching and burning sensation inguaranexperience.
Satisfaction
West Railroad avenue. Built
In the city stantly. For sale bv nil druggists.
most prcminent c'rnpiiiili-teed. George II. Browne, 110 Rauth
than a year ago. Fine-- t loca-i- i
will givo scenes of their plays, a
Second street. Albuquerque, N. M.
A. Fb isehcr, 212'i
ii in the city.
liumlier of distinguished actors and
X"i.'!l Second street.
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AND BUILDER.
actresses will produre short sketches
F 'U SALE
How and where to get a
and plays, and a score of the best On Furniture, PUuos. Organr, Horses
A. L. Morgan.
"I home, the best bargain In the
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vaudevillo
CONTRAC
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The
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teered, and besides that Mark Twain SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
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724:
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Automatic
Easy terms. X. IVach
and strictly private.
One
Time:
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North Second
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SOMETHING NEW IN
WAY OF SOUVENIRS. main In your possession. Our rates que. N. M.
K SALE
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anN.
24.
are reasonable. Call and see us be
Orange,
The
J., April
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enjoying a most excellent
A Lucky Postmistress.
will
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fore borrowing.
imal civic dinner of the
and controlling business for
is Mrs. Alexander of Cary, Me., who
bo given this evening at tho new
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'..iL'e scope of country: or will
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Steatjibliip tickets to and from all bo
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parts of the world.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

Officer
JOSHUA 3. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

liavpro"ptyTn

Mo.

SAN FRANCISCO
DISASTER Big
highest
5u0
book;
illustrations;

agents' commission; freight paid;
send 10c postage for outfit; pre
miums given; big money; act quick.
M. A. Donohue Co., Chicago.
AGENTS
SELL SAN FRANCISCO
disaster; big book; 50'.! page illuscommissions;
highest
trations;
freight paid; credit; send 10c post-ngfor outfit, also beautiful household premiums given.
American
Publishing House, Chicago. ter
AGENTS s 11 San Francisco-disasbook of 500 page illustrations,
highest commissions; freight paid;
credit. Send ten cents in postage
for outfit, also beautiful free household premiums. American Publishing House, Chicago.
-o
T 1 F7con iplete story- fVh"enTriat"5a n
by
earthquake,
written
Francisco
complete set of actbest
ual photographs; big book,
terms; big money. Agents are alforty
ready taking from fifteen to
orders a day. Send ten cents for
complete outfit. Now ready. Be
til st iu the
field. The Columbia
II use, Chicago.
THE COMPLETE ST OR Y of the
earthquake
great San
Francisco
written by eye witnesses, complete
set of actual photographs, big book,
best terms, big money, agents are
taking from 15 to 41) orders a day.
Credit given, freight paid. Complete
outfit fre". six cents for postage;
now ready; free book for yourself.
The Columbia House. Chicago.
MAKE BIG MONEY FAST selling the
official story of "The Destruction of
San Francisco." Our authors, Trumbull White and Richard Linthicum.
Nearly fno
guarantee authenticity.
large pages. Dozens of photographs.
Retail $1.50. $10 to $20 per day
easy if you act quick. Will outsell
any book ever pnl Milled. EveryOutfit free. Send
body interested.
10c for postage today.
Best terms
agents.
to
Credit given, freight paid.
Take orders while waiting for outfit.
Monarch Book Company. Chicago.
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On North Twelfth Street.
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$250,000.00

IS WELCOME

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

?

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy the 'amount will warrant. Wo tako every precaution
to
guard tho interests of our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its lofflccrs.

Q

DIRECTORS.

2

A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE.
FARR.
D. H. CARNS.
F. H. STRONG.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

O. N. MARRON.
WM.
E. A. MIERA.
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GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple QrocerlM
In the Southwest.

!

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N.

RAILl DAD AVENUE

oo

M.

0

ON HEALTH DEPENDS HAPPI-

:r:v

r,t

NESS,
Not cnly for yourself, but for your
children, as good health in youth lays
the foundation for a sturdy maturity
and joyous old age. Proper bathing
is just as essential as proper eating.
The Standard Plumbing Co., in their
modern sanitary lath rooms, Install
a system of open plumbing that makes
a bath that is Ideal In its perfect
cleanliness, with sanitary appliances
that are the best results of scientific
thought and skill.
We carry the finest lino of garden
hose iu the city.
Standard Heating &, Plumbing Co.
Colo,, Red 284; tuto
Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

-i

J. O. HALUR1DGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wear

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

in..
measure.

.,nnmi,.i

f ii

FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.

Always,
PAPER
Lime,
Pl"tr.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doori. te.
ALBUQUERQUE N.

BUILDING
8toclt-

-

C3it.
M.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ROOMS,

FIFTY FOOT LOT,

SI 700 00
Easy Terms.
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue.
work and conveyancing.
mortem exaiuiua' ion tin wt j
that th' death of .lane Sex. of LonOf
don, w as caused by h r corseit.
course, the corset would not have
hurt her 1f the had been erne of the
l ! ronger fci x.
A

FE

Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company

,

Notarial

wv.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

FOUND.

FIVE

SANTA

and Director.

V. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Lady's purse; owner can
recover same by calling at this office and paying for this notice.
FOUND
Bunch of keys. Will be returned to owner.. Call at this office
and identify the keys and pay for
this notice.
AGENTS WANTED.
WANTED Men in eacli state to
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expeuses. Kuhlmnu Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
dally
WANT E A) A gen Ft sT'lii a l
$0
selling the cheapest and most perfect water filter ever invented. Retails at $2. Big profit. Exclusive
territory. Seneca Filter Co., Sen-ca- .

Money to Loan

&

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

FOUND

Ar-lii- ij

TOPEKA

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Illinois, It. wa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
AlbuqiU'l 'tue property.
Talk witn
me. T. L.
300 South
Broadway.

)

qi

s

1

,

iig isauik all teimgi&Q

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
t6EXCH.NGE f have some' ranches
to trails for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, ;!tio South Broadway.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.

tent-hous-

4. .s

4- -

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

FOR SALE Pony, saddle and bridle;
buggy. Wr. H.
also second-hanMcMillion. real estate broker, 211
West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE At a bargain, my residence property, with or without furniture, and two adjoining cottages;
located on four lots, corner of Third
street and Hazeldlno avenue, with
line trees, lawn, stable, etc. Apply
at 519 South Second street. Mrs.
W. M. McClellan.
FOR SALE A. A. Trimble, 207 North
Arno street, has for sale, settings
of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
Rhode Island Reds, Wahite PlymPlymouths,
outh Rocks, Barred
Brown Leghorns,' etc. One dollar
per setting.
Barbershop
FOR SALE A
at a bargain. It Is the best shop
in the best location, with the best
trade In the town, with the best
future of any town in the southwest. Write at once. E. D. Williams. Las Cruces, N. M.
FOR SALE OH TRADE Are you Interested In mines? I have some
said to he good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
first-clas-

on Savings Deposits

f

J

d

ANOTHER AMERICAN
GIRL JOINS NOBILITY.
Miss Wilde,
I,ndon, April 24.
daughter of Mrs. Henry Slegel of
New York, and Count Carlo Dentice
lo Frasso were married at the Bromp-to-

3100,000

lua plas

jour

Orst-class-

'';

4. v

gh tt'fm.

,
WANTED.
double-ba- r
FOR SALE A
reled,
shotgun; bran new
A registered flrug clerk
WANTED
never has been used; one of th
young man, ablu land willing to husbest makes. Call at The Citizen of
tle, s. Vnnn ft Son.
flcn for particulars.
li
15
a
Wanted
buruer, f
Two choice
per week. Box 177, Las Cruces, FOR SALE For $750.
lots, two bouses, one a storo now
N. M.
rented for $13 a month. Part time.
WAN I'ED
Gent lenieii's second-hanCome quick. J. W. Chasten, 1122
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
South Arno street.
south of viaduct. Send address and FOR SALE Two sets of shelving,
will call. R. ,T. Sweeney, proprietor.
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
WANTED
Men's washing and lace
counter.
counters: one thirty-foo- t
curtains to launder. Hand work;
Call at F. F. Trotter's.

1
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boy. and
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graph offices for an
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It's
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rely upon It. P. wr have not falle.H
before, that your
.
ro-It
thrown sway. We tiavw Blo
hundrfd of hou"8
want ac3. 33 wiU a sold neirly everything we have grfvc

you

ar--

24, 1?0S.

BANK INSTITUTIONS
r t iV i'
4. 4.

One Cent Per Word Insertion

Pay

INSANITY

TUESDAY, APRIL

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure tt for yog by a small
want a d. fn The Evening Citizen. It only costs

DO

WHEN

CITIZEN.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

powt

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i

TUESDAY, APRIL 24,

ALBUQUERQUE

1908.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PAQt TMMt.

BASE BALL
HAS OPENED

v

Options are being filed daily at offices ot University Heights Improvem't Co.

IN GOTHAM
About Old Women Who

By people who

appreciate that this District will in the near future become the ARISTOCRATIC
RESIDENCE SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE. These beautiful, level lots, twenty blocks from
the heart of the city, two hundred feet above the smoke, dust, mud and noise, are being offered

Sell Fruit and News

AT EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS.

Papers.
PIPE

STREET

GALLERIES

LOTS; $25 TO $J50 EACH $5.00 DOWN AND $5.00 PER MONTH
mTEREST CHARGED 0A7 DEFERRED PAYRflEMTS

50xJ42-f- t.

New York Central Preparing

AfO

For 1909 Exposition-Ma- rk
Twain Is Useful.
21. Tim opening
season seemed to
Ban Kjiiini? itself, and jwoplo acted
as if tlicy had nt last shaken off the
incubus of winter. There Is no denying the fact that New York and the
country at large as well, is crazed
with the base ball fiver. The news
paper are filled with the records of
he players, the experts are writing
up die heroes of Lie diamond as
though they were hercxs o groat littles. Business men In their counting
room?, In saloons, at. h.nie, and even
at church, are talking base ball, and
with such technical knowledge that
it la evident they are posted in all
the details. Newspaper writers are
inventing alt kinds of slang phrases,
and multiplying the language in a
Indeed, it Is
most fearful way.
chargeable to base ball that tihe game
iias been responsible for the Introduction of more slang words into the
language than any other one in the
world.
Cut the "fans" do delight in
rending the games and are happier
than they have been In many months,
and perhaps they are healthier, as
lihey get plenty of fresh air on the
Ideaoheries, and when they ojen their
mouths wide to shout and yell the
pure ether rusher down and washes
all the dust of winter out of their
throats. They also get exercise, and
the bile is thrown off their livers, and
without doubt they are much better
in mind and body, and perhaps spiritually as they feel better toward their
fellow men. NolKdy ever heard of
a man cutting another man's throat
on the base ball field, and no great
crimes have Invaded the diamond.
It is our national game, .and long, may
it endure. Naturally, New Y'orkers
foel delight that the Giants won the
rst game. These Giants are real
fine fellows, and are evidently going
to set a lively pace this season, but
It was too one sided last season, and
it is to be hoped that some, clubs will
work up such a score as to put the
Giants on their mettle.

Ned

April

York,

of the laae

Secure full information at our offices, or we will call if you will give us your address. OPTIONS
HAVE BEEN EXTENDED TO MAY 1st, on account of Mr. Sell ers' absence in San Francisco.

bail

I

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T
H. B. FERGUSSON, President

M. W. FLOURNOY,

V.-Pr-

and Treas.

es.

CITY OFFICE:
119 South Second Street, First National Bank Building

CO.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Sec. and Manager

BRANCH OFFICE:
On the Heights,' Across the Street from the University

2E55C32

Hill'

The Fashionable "Nob

here for pets of a rodent nature, The
baby had been placed on the bed,
when its screams brought in the
Tr.o rat
mother, and grandmother.
had succeeded in aliout gnawing out
one eye and had lacerated the face
before they could release Its hold.
It seized the baby's tongue that was
protruding
and
it was pierced
through. The infant's face turned;
black, but physicians say there is no
danger of deatn, barring btsod pol

San Francisco.

The United States Mint Saved

j

Ron.

'..

S'

,::

Stops earache In two minutes
toothache or pain of burn or scald In
Ave minutes; hoarseness, ono hour;
muscleacho, two hours; sore throat,!
twelve hours Dr. Thomas Electric
Oil, monarch over pain.

T.s

Id

NOTICE

ilii!i'!

-

i
$1

OF SALE OF STOCK .

Notice is hereby given that on the
third day of May, A. D., PJU6, at 10
o'clock a. ni., at public auction at the
They Wanted Her Business.
front door of the postofflce in the city
The city'nas a number of old women
There was a great fight to save the magnificent United States mint
of Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
whom it loves to consider Its wards.
at 'Frisco. There was over $300,000,000 in the vaults. It was surroundhighest
will
same
price
and
the
best
They stand on the familiar corners,
bring in cash, the undersigned will ed by flames, but after a heroic fight it was saved, and stands alone amid
and sell apples and other fruit, and
tho ruins.
offer for sale all or any part of twenty-fliave done it for many years, many
ive
(25.000)
of
thousand
shares
of them having grown old at their
stock in the Algodones Petroleum LISTER HAS RETURNED
I
If
posts.
They are known to many
MERCHANT TAILORING
Co., said
Coal Mining and Pipe
TO PENNSYLVANIA.
thousands of people who pass them In
property
being
of
of
shares
stock
tho
Thomas A. Lister, presldont of the UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
the morning on their way to business,
II. G. Balcomb and will be sold to apI
Ik.ki
I. ..... .......
and repass- them at nightfall, on their
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMleft for
ply on the judgment in that certain North American company,
way for home. Some of these old
,,
,
lh:V-BINI, PROPRIETOR
B7B2, entitled John A. Lee Willlamsport, Pa., says tho Lordsburg
cause
No.
ladies squatted at the positions they
vs. It. Q. Balcomb, in the district Liberal. Ho was accompanied by O.
secured, and sto:d their ground
My merchant tailoring rtiep ! upcourt, Bernalillo county, New Mexico. B. Weaver,
against all comers, until there came
the vice president of the stairs over
The undersigned has been appointNo. 209 West Railroad avo-nua general acquiescence in their occucompany,
who
has been hero from
ed, empowered and authorized attorwhere I solicit the patronage ot
pancy of their places as by right of .
properWllliamHiwrt,
looking
at the
ney in fact for and In tho name, place
On California street, where the homes of the great California millionaires are located. This view shows the
the public. AH work guaranteed first
possession. One woman has a newsand stead of said It. G. Ilalcomb to ties of the company. Mr. Lister has class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
residences of Crocker, Huntington and Hood. Many of these splendid buildings were greatly damaged by earth-fquapaper station at Nassau and Fulton
got
company
the
in such a shape that perlence In the business. Suits made
transfer said shares of stock on the
and fire.
streets; she stands in the gutter,
books of said corporation to tho pur- it is good property, with ore in every to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
with hc-- basket against a lamppost.
drift,
on the dump, and at the smel- repaired. The specific I use will not
chaser or purchasers thereof and will
She manages to have her heels un being blocked and the surface disfig- - cripples, the orphans, and such ,so- do all and everything necessary to be ter, and more to go to the smelter Injure the cloth.
Ladles' garments
MATTERS
OFFICIAL
molested by the trucks, and is as rmi n,i (Hsturheil
rerocnitkin cielies a have for their obiect the
done In the transfer of said shares of as faxt as It is taken out of tho mine. also cleaned and walking skirts made
much the owner of the spot as though to tlle ( vact form taat marked it be-- , lightening of the burdens of the af-i- t
Tho affairs of the company are in to order. Give me a trial.
stock to the purchasers thereof.
first-clas- s
had been deeded to her In fee fore it wa8 disturbed.
shape, and Mr. Listerthlnks
The water, IUcte.1. Mr. Clemens Is easily the
W. J. JOHNSON.
O. BAMBINI.
simple. Ail tne otner sellers
city
n,i electric people have the
this
Is a good time to tako a vacaof
most poplar man in the city, and at flnA
o
Cashier
Assistant
of
tcaa
tho
Bank
Pom
fn'tn
papers recognize her rights, and never underground pretty well mapped out, the same time, tho best known. uwtu
,uui VHU51115 vum- - Commerce of Albuquerque, New tion, and so has started for his old A
want ad will get the busiattempt &y sell any papers within the and they seldom make much of a Everybody knows Mark Twain, and
ness. Try one.
home in the east.
Mexico.
File
Incorporapany
circle surrounding her, and constituv.
heii his kindly face looms up in a
mistake loculing the trouble; but one
ting her territory- - Another old lady always knows they have been there public meeting .great interest is al-- j
squatted some time ago on the St. from the disturbed surface. It would ways felt, that fueling toward the!
tion Papers.
Paul building, but she sells just so pay tho city to buy tho sidewalk great author being extremely corddal,
many every day, because scores of rights in. front tf all the busiuess and there is always a pood rrieoc?i
newsboys sell papers to people be- buildings, and lay galleries there.
Indeed,
ccming that pleases all.
LAND
OfFICE TRANSACTIONS
fore they reach her. Another Uias a
Mark Twain Is a sort of ever ready '
stand on the St. Paul's churchyard
Railroad at Its Old Tricks.
Sant.i Clans, with, an extremely kind
xrner. Tho church authorizes hiop The Now York Central has Iwen h;ait, and a way of putting things'
The following articles of incorpora- buying up all the land on both shies that do
to do this, and have let her sell
Could
3iis auditors good.
apples thero for year after of the city of Peekskill, on the Hud-annicer wav be found to illuminate tion have been tiled lu he office of:
year, and tie stands there in the iiot-te- son, so that today that city ean't Ulo ,,a.n of flim wao ls walking to the secretary of the territory:
sun or thy coldest wind, and ex- build a dock for public use. The lne ilt.avenlv land, helping as ho does
The Gold Coin Dredging company,
change her apples, which are always railroad company has an army of men ail ...jwj,0in he c:ms In contact? incorporators:
Charles L. Thayer,
the very best, for silver or pennies. leveling, filling up, and putting thej ilr Clemens has the capability of James A. Wood, of south Santa Ko
Tho St. Paul people are. very gener- property In good shape. This ig done n,tUng in as a, presiding officer, with county and E. C. Abbott, of Santa Fe,
ous and allow many deserving old by the railroad company in crder to all tiie men who speak, and at the! Santa Fe county, New Mexico. The
people to use the outside portion of control ell the landing plaws on tne E;l.luo tim(! sympathizing
with his capital stock of the company is $2.- their property to make a living. The Hudson river front. This action is hearers. He is a unique character, 50o,uoo, divided into 2,&ihi,imi0 shares
government lw ala
very kind, taken in view of the great exposition none other like him in this country of the par value of $1 each; the sum
and has allowed quarters for making that is announced for the year 1909. or any other. With his leonine head, of 2,000 has been paid into the treassales to many an old woman until Very little, if anything, has been said his kindly voice, bis tender, though ury of. the company.
lier name bits become a household in the New York papers aliout this keen eyes, ho takes right hold of one.
The principal olllce is fixed at Santa
word with the huslin'ss men doing huge enterprise, but Ih'-- i river coun- Long may he live.
Fe, and E. C. Abbott, of that city, ls
agent. The)
business no:tr, and sometimes for all tries are full of It; papers and people
OU) TIM KK.
named us the principal
tho city. Hut sometimes they have to talking about it. constantly. A large
term of existence is fifty years and
the company Is Incorporated to do a
number of steam s!i..vels are working
lo displaced, a.s Auntie Jane Noonan
BIG COMPANltS
was, the oilier (l.iy, when an under-ling- , on the hip; peninsula, extending into TWO
general iiiminy laiwiness. to buv. Rcll.
at the order of Secretary Shaw, the. Hudson river, and called Y
COMBINt F0!i BISINtSS lease, operate, manage mining proper- told her to move on from the enties, smelters and everything con
If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
Point. T!h ground is being
N.
"Tance of the barge office. This is a leveled, swamps filled tip, and the A STRONG,
NEW
MERCANTILE! nected with such enterprises.
to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
j:ame
very cmwdi-pi fee, and "Auntie whole
Business.
Office
mruie ready for buildLand
ORGANIZED IN SAN
COMPANY
ensures the commendation of the will informed, and as a rr. iron-abl- e
.lane", was in the way. She thinks ings. A great army of laborers is at
From the 11th to the il'ith of April
A
ANTONIO,
WITH
CAPITAL
amount of outdoor life and recreation i:; condix ive
following
Mislness
the authorities wanted her business, work. 11ml they are fairly transforminclusive,
was
the
STOCK OF $50,000.
and so swept her stand away. "I just ing the laee ior the millions
and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's
transacted at. the I'mM l Slutts land
simply can't uuderstaud it," faie says. are expected :o visit the festivities
ll is in order to announce that two oilice at Santa Fe:
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
"What in earth do they want my
mercantile comNumber of homes' it entries 73,
that will mark the great evert. One among the stronge-setc. It is
however, in seleclinj; a laxative, to
litile business f r?" A great many ol 'he principal features will be a panies of Socorro county, the Aluire, which contain 11,:; I'i n
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ot
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choose
known
quality
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The homestead e:r
a puiilic man would have been.
divided
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company, with a
Aii'iiiciii music produce!. It shows
effects--, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
follows:
by
Repairs.
Streets Ruined
what H peculiar set of newspapers the fr.ii.eoo. h iys the Socorro Chieftain.
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
now (Juadalupe
Bernalillo 3. C:
l'ipu galleries, under the Klnbcig nie'roi'nlis lias, that the subject has Moth 01 the old tiniis are too well
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AHbuatucrqTJie

Agriculture, commerce, tunnufact urers mid tiiiniiii:
nre the four chief avenue of activity by which w!us
tire created.
As far ns at present evident Albuquerque can depend
topnn mining only as an Indirect element of her growth.
Commerce had played, thus far, the chief part in the
development of New Mexico's metropolis, and must continue to play an Important part for all time because of the central location of this city. But to
develop this branch of activity which Includes, of
course, the handling of products in stores as well as
by railroads Albuquerque must increase her railroad
connections. Chief of these needed extensions Is the
completion of the Albuquerque Kastern. This city could
veil afford to be one of the largest contributors to this
much needed enterprise. With the completion of this
road not only would commerce be Increased, but mining,
especially of coal, would be made directly tributary to
the city's prosperity.
There Is a movement of increased activity In the diAlbuquerque Is surrounded on
rection of agriculture.
11
aides by an agricultural section the possibilities of
which cfln scarcely be computed--. Water is the essential,
and attention Is being directed In this direction. Water
underlies this entire section nnd the conditions In this
city enable Its development, by electric power, at a cost
surprisingly small. The valleys and the mesas surrounding Albuquerque can be made gardens of Trustfulness, cultivated Intensively, and the city needs to work
for immigration. The people can be gotten as soon as
it Is known that Albuquerque people give preference to
kome-grow- n
products to all Imported articles .
This city, for Its future greatness, must become a
manufacturing center. The natural resources have not
yetvbeen examined. All kinds of clay abound In this
If
vicinity. The finest kinds of sand are abundant.
cement rock cannot be found, the ground lime ingredient
can be cheaply Imported, and thus the cement industry
can find a home here. Artificial stone and brick can be
made here. Many Industries, yet unthought of, may be
devleoped. But the condition of all these things Is that
the people of Albuquerque, In every instance must give
preference to home products. Let this be the battle cry
for a greater Albuquerque: "Albuquerque products, of
every kind ;,nd character, for Albuquerque people."

Very Poor
Henry Clews, the New York

At-ftmeza-

ft

banker who sends out a
weekly statement of financial conditions in America's
greatest city! has this to say aliout'V'resident Roosevelt's
great speech at the cornerstone laying for the congressional office building:
"Another blow to the stock market was the drastic
remarks President Roosevelt made in his famous "muckrake" speech last week. The president's suggestion to
tax large fortunes after reaching a certain limit, also to
Impose a heavy tax on their transfer, would be a restraint to thrift, as it would virtually amount to a confiscation of property thus acquired a measuro too despotic for our form of government. Large fortunes have
not ns yet reached a point to be seriously dangerous.
We had better not jump that fence until we get to It. To
"tax large fortunes would tend to drive money out of
the country for the benefit of other nations and to the
fact in
detriment of our own. It is a
this country that people who make large fortunes are
generous both in spending nnd giving away. Large fortunes are deprived of serious f danger in this country
owing to the fact that they cannot be willed to provide
for more than two generations, while in England they
are perpetuated by the entail law. Kxperience thus far
has proven that third generations Invariably disburse
with rapidity their inheritance soon after obtaining possession."
The argument of Mr. Clews is to contrary to fact
and to common sense, that its contravening effect, as far
as the president's speech is concerned, will hardly be
appreciable under the hlghtst manifylng powers of the
very best microscope.

MYSTERIOUSLY

end

UAa MoEncy

The Citizen Publishing Company
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000XX0C
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CITIZEN

The shock resulting from the Fan Franclsco calamity
well resisted by the stock market, but must
nevertheless In the long run exert a depressing effect.
The chief weight of the disaster will fall upon an already
much strained money market, Millions will be required
to make t;ood the losses and for rebuilding the city; considerable funds having already been sent westward, with
more to follow. As a result currency which ordinarily
conies to iNow iork (luring the next few weeks win ie
retained in the west and the chances 'for easier money
rates are still further diminished by this catastrophe.
San Francisco will unquestionably be promptly rebuilt
and on a grander and more substantial scale than in the
past. Tho opportunities of a growing commerce bo;li at
home and with the Orient are altogether too maKiililcent
and enticing to be withstood.
American enterprise will quickly come to tho rescue,
and San FrancisiV), like Chicago, (Jalveston and Baltimore
and Huston, will ere long rise to a prouder position as a
Pacific coast city than ever before. On the Stock Exchange tlui'o was more or less recession in values, particularly among the Tacific railways and Pacific coast
securities. The fear that stocks may be freely and InP
mediately sold by insurance companies to meet losses
should not receive) too serious consideration. Such losses
are first paid gradually out of funds In bank or by means
of temporary loans; Insurance companies not being in
the habit of sacrificing securities when it is better financing to borrow." Most of our insurance companies are
strong and perfectly sound institutions, and no serious
embarrassments to them are to be anticipated, unless in
one or two possible Instances. The losses upon mercantile and industrial establishments will, however, be
heavy, and possibly disastrous in some cases.
The occasion is one, therefore, that will call for all
the consideration and patience that our bankers a"nd financiers can extend toward a distressed community. The
California banks, nlthough most of their buildings have
been destroyed, will not lose the money in their vaults,
which aggregates about $100,000,000, all being in gold.
San Francisco did not suspend specie payments during
our Civil war. The state being a producer of gold, it enabled them to adhere to gold payments, and they have
carried out that policy ever since. Whenever paper money
Is deposited they quickly pay It out over the counter.
Tho worst that can happen to their gold coin will be to
melt It, a process which detracts but little from its value;
so the banks' money may be put down as being absolutely
secure. The insurance on property In San Francisco is
estimated to cover a very considerable portion of the loss,
tho greater part of which It is thought will be recoverable, half of the insurance being placed with oreign com
panies.
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Arbor Day was instituted in Nebraska in 1S72 by
Hon. J. Sterling Morton, afterwards secretary of agriculture, and has since made its way from state' to state
until provision for its observance exists in almost every
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Nothing more becoming to the average small
boy than the BLOUSE

("anuto .rins, a man about 4S years
old. mid half demented, but very quiet
and harmless lelt his brother's bouse
at Harclas en the morning of the
lNih, to go, as was his custom every
day, to the residence of Nestor Mon-- !
toya, at the old t.wn of Albuquerque,
where his mother works. It was the

man's invariable cuntlm to make a
visit to his old mother every morning, staying with her until 1 o'clock
In tho afternoon, when he would return to Harelas and remain tho
of the day and islet p ut his
On the
brother's.
morning of the
rain last week, he did not go t the
old town, but nothing was thought of
It, as it was supposed ho was detained
by his brother at. Barelas for tho day.
on account of the bad weather, but
not appearing the next day after that
an investigation was made, and it was
discovered that on the morning of the
rain, the 18!h, he started as usual, for
the old town, but nothing has been
seen or heard from him since.
His brother and other relatives, as
well as men engaged for the purpose,
have been for the last few days
searching and inquiring for
him
throughout
the city, suburbs and
nearby towns as far as .the mountains, but as yet have not discovered
what has become of the poor unfortunate.
The man years ago was one of the
best brick moulders In the city, but
met with an accident which brought
on partial paralysis, which disabled
him and
affected his mind and
speech, being unable to speak and
give an account of himself. It is
feared that the man wandered into
the railroad yards, and it Is possible
that he mixed himself up r.Jth a
gang of laborers and in that way may
have been taken out of town, not noticing his condition, and If left any
where ho will be unable to make
known his plaoe of residence or names
of his relatives and friends in this
city, cr else he may have wandered
Into the mesa or river close to his
house, and met with an accident. A
thorough search Is being made for the
purpose, of discovering his whereabouts.
world,
He had not an enemy
and was perfectly harmless, and was
very much attached to tho family and
children of Mr. Montoya, where for
years he has taken his meals and had
cast-of- t
clothing furnished to him, the
man being n luted to the family
through Mr. Montoya's mother.
If any one has Information of a
man of the above description, please
furnish the same by addressing La
Bandera Americano, Box S22, Albuquerque, N. M.

SUIT has ever been
devisedSailor or Russian Blouse Style with
Bloomer Pants.
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My store is headquarters for Boys' and Children's Clothing, Hats,
Caps, Shoes and Shirts
Fine

Clothing and
Furnishings
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INTERPRETATION
DIFFICULT
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Clothing and
Furnishings
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PERFECT!

PASSAGES RENDERED WITH THE GREATEST EASE
This can be said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
musical instrument in the world

M

1HE FARRAND

CECILIAN

Piano

Self-Playin- g

There is an Inherent love of music in all of us, and most of us have
ofttimea earnestly wished we could not only have the pleasure of
listening to music but could make it for ourselves.

The FARRAND CECILIAN

o

Self-Playi-

Piano

ng

makes it possible for this desire to be completely gratified. May we
not tell you more about it?
See the Farrand Cecilian
Piano and the jjenuine
fiiGH Grade chickering bro$. piano.
Solf-Ployi-

state and territory.
The central idea of Arbor Day is the intelligent and
appreciative planting of trees by school children. The
planting is usually accompanied by exercises, which are
Exclusive Representatives
THE
Intended to Impress upon tho children the beauty and
POLlCt COURT
trees
to
to
of
usefulness
lend
the work tho value
and thus
of a bit of nature study. Arbor Day has undoubtedly
Harry Smith, a beggar, with two
done much to Inculcate a love of trees, and has given crutches and ono shrunken limb, was
added impetus to the general movement for the better in police court this in ining charged
knowledge and the wiser use of forests.
with insulting pedestrians who re- 0
Yet there is no question that Arbor Day can be made fused his appeal for charity, and with
more practical than it has been that it can be brought being a vagrant. He pleaded "not
into closer touch with forestry by being made the op- guilty," to the charge of vagrancy, in 0
of tlie fact that ho had been
portunity for carrying out simple steps in forest work. spite
begging.
Tho city of Albuquerque of
The permanent results of Arbor Day from the standpoint lute has had
more than its share ot 0
of successful planting have frequently been disappointthese ciipplcd beggars, and after
ing. Too often species entirely unsuited for either eco- Smith had been examined by
the city
nomic or ornamental planting have been used. Still physician to ascertain whether or not 0
more common causes of failure have been the lack of he. was really a cripple, the court, besufficient care in doing the work, and neglect of the trees ing informed that the beggar's leg 0
i.
was crippled, ordered him out of
they are planted.
after
N
Republican:
wonderSome people seem to be
Denver
i
$
on Arbor Day have not dwelt enough upon the town at v nee.
Talks
ing whether there will be a disturbance some day in
0
to give a
economic
forestry,
of
side
or
have
tended
Louis Montoya,
Denver eimtlnr to that at Saa Francisco. They
partaking of
wrong
Impression
by lamenting all more of tho "fieryafter
subject
of
whole
the
reliquid"
than tie
their fears, for everything that geology can
cutting of trees. The effect of this has been actually could comfortably carry, was taken in 0
veal on the Bubject goes to show that the Rocky mounteachings.
Day
opposed
the
to
is
tho
forester's
llmlK),
Arbor
morning
o In $
fined
ami this
tains are so old that they long ago came out of the time for disseminating sound, practical knowledge regard- police, court,
up. He
dug
which
he
mounstage.
occur
"movements
earthquake
where
Earth
0
ing forestry in Its
aspect. The mere act of set- was released.
tain systems or other forms of the surface are still de- ting a few trees, broader
to
commercial
the
without
reference
veloping. To this class belong the Coast Range and more
A Barelas
family, becoming enprotective value of forests, Is but asmall
utility
or less the whole of California west of those mountains. part and the
tangled
family
row, was in Po- 0
in
a
day.
of the work of the
Judge
lice
this
In connection with other evidence the deep canyons
Crawford's
The proper season for planting is not everywhere morning to have their court
difficulties 0
through which so many Rocky mountain rivers run prove
especially straightened out. One Sandoval,
of the thirty-sevent- h
parallel,
same.
South
the
an
that geologically this part of the world is very old, for to
the more humid regions, fall planting Is perhaps pre uncle of complaining witness, was aca large extent these canyons were made by the action In
quickly
ferable, but north of this the winter conies on so
cused with abusing with vile language 0
of water and Ice. In such a region destructive earthdevelop roots strong his niece, whoso children, he claimquakes may almost be said to be impossible. The primi- that the trees have scarcely time to
enough to support them until spring.and spring planting ed, had thrown slops on his windows.
tive rocks form the foundation of our mountain system.
is therefore more advisable. The right time to plant in Atter a severe lecture and some good 0
to freeze and be advice, Police Judge Crawford fined
following'
story shows the folly of any town's spring is when the ground has ceased
The
may he planted some- the defendant $25 and costH. and reEvergreens
budding
begins.
fore
making an investment upon which they will be required
mitted ih fine during good behavior. 0
what later than hardwoods. The day to plant Is almost
to pay Interest for any length of time: Lyman Jennings as
Is
important
Sunny,
as the season.
windv weather
of Athol, Mass., was getting to be an old man thirty years
MORTUARY
ago and besides was in bad health. At that time the town very unfavorable; cool, damp days are the best. Though
agricultural
crops
fastidious
In
less
demands
than
their
needed $9,000 to make some improvements and Mr. JenBenjamin F, KilgOre.
nings offered to furnish the money provided he was as upon the soil, trees can not be set in a rough soil at ranBenjamin F. Kilgore, a prominent A
dom and then expected to flourish. They should be
Sj4i.
It
annuity
possible
of
seem
t
y ling druggist of this city, who for
did not
hat
sured an
lie had more than a couple of year to live, so his ofTer planted without allowing their roots time to dry out from some time past has been in the emexposure
the
the
procuring
to
air.
When
delay
between
ploy of tin! S. Vann Drug company,
From
was accepted with alacrity.
that time l.yniau
trees and their plaining can not be avoided, the roots as prescription clerk, died last, night
seemed to improve in health and though now really an
o'clock In St. Joseph's hos
old man ho beems to be good tor a few years yet. L'p must be kept, moist by standing them in a "puddle" made at
earth and water mixed to the consistency of cream, or pital as tho result of tuberculosis, 0
to date he has drawn $16.2on from the town treasury and of
"healed-inby nearly burying them in fresh earth. In which affected tbe brain. The
the taxpayers are beginning to suspect that they did not setting "the trees
it is iniportan to place tneni about
aine to Albuquerque some 0
make such a fine bargain after all.
three Inches deeper than they stood originally, and to four y. ts ago from Franklin, Pa.,
and gained rapidly after his arrival
makes he following pnad out the roois and pack the soil firmly about them. here, hut the past few mouths, ow- 0
Tlie Roswell Register-Tribun- e
loose,
Two
inches
of
soil
at
very
top
tho
should
be
loft
strong points In support of the statement that the people
ing :o tho confining nature of his
to act as a mulch to retain the moisture.
work, he lias been growing somewhat
of the territory of New Mexico are prosperous and that
Large
to
trees i.re by no means always the best
wor-- '
i.ii.i about ten days ago the dis. 0
business conditions are excellent when ll says: No bet plan:.
seedlings may be secured easily and cheap ease te,, a divided turn for the
ter proof of the piospi rity of the Pecos Valley can be ly, and Entail
are much more likely to live. If these are set out worse, iijs sister, who was notified
found than the condition of its banks, which appears
of her mother's
in good uunihers after tho pattern of a commercial planuious illness, ar- 0
from the quarterly statements published tills week. The
rived in he city last evening, a snort
they
tation
on
will
a
become
duo
in
true
a
time
forest
a
example,
shows
First National bank of this city, for
time at'tr her brother's death.
small scale.
total busiues .of over a million dollars, a volume that
.'.
as a member of Temple 0
would appear well in any town of -- i,oui) people. In delod.-Y. i',, A. F. and A. M and the
WEEKLY
posits alone it thews a mass of $ i SLOT 1.3c. a magnificent
WEATHER BULLETIN.
i vices,
mi' ral
winch have not
:;.'! o
luny arranged us yet, win lie
showing in every way."
Local Office, U. S. Weather Bureau.
,i
due:.
j,
auspices
of
that
r the
Santa Fe, N. M., April 23, lt"ii.
Tbete was considerable cloudiness during the last UUe
The delegates to a synod of Presbyterians out in Indiana the other day discussed various ways and means .week with generous rains in all parts of the territory,
S;:e.
oniniunieat ion of Temple
for getting nu u to attend divine worship more regularly, except in the lower Rio Grande valley and the southwest, lodj,. n i;. A. F. nnd A. M., Wednes-iiiiisays an exchange. No conclusion was reached as to how which still icmain mostly clear and dry. Although the day at',
at 2 o'clock, to attend
tho situation was to be reformed, hut a formal resolution week was cloudy, the temperature averaged about two the fatu- al of Ilrother H. F. Kik'.nv.
declared that "unless something efl'eciiw is soon done degrees daily above normal. Sharp frosts, however, oc- ity or... of the W. M. J. C. IVro-rthere will not be enough men in heaven to sing bass." curred in the northern counties and the higher altitudes secrei ,i
It is doubtful if any large number of American nu n would on the morning of the 17th and the 20th, and light posts
Amelia B. Himrod.
be particularly attracted by an offer of a mere chorus on the 21st.
Mi v
Vnella. II. Hinirod. a;,, 22
posit ion.
An area of low barometer was central over Nevada vni',
last niKht at her home in
at the beginning ot the week with conditions tending to the n r .i in part of the city, as the
n
Milt
Gallup Republican: With great bank of high grade cloudy, threatening ami showery weather and apparently
tuliercti"sis. after a snort
fire clay at the very city limits of Gallup and large de- favorable for the eastward progress of the storm urea. res1., I, n, e in Albuquerque. Deceased
came
Miis city In company wiin 0
posits of kaoline in sight, Gallup has a natural ivsoury It was. however, dissipated, mid the clearing weather
i' l. H. F. Hiini'cd, some six
that may at some time bring great IndustiUs to the city. gave frosts on the morning of the 17th. Showers again her
Wei
hut the dread disra-- e had
Kaoline is a very profitable product, who will be the tirsi. prevailed on the Si h and Huh, followed on the 2"th by ma:.
'Much prosrefs f.ir the air
to put the Gallup product ou the market?
cooler ami frosty weather, the week ending clear and
i
e,.
of much licm-ti- i
NOTICE.
warm, with conditions tending toward showers ill north- to
Thi fum ral took place this
I am prepared to take parties of any
Daily Optic: Every effort is being made to n
a ern counties.
aft. rn
from numbrr to any point in the mountains,
at 2:U' o'cLh k
largo attendance here for the first Campbell asMiciatiou
The heavy precipitation of the Kith and the ll'th Si r
chapel, Kev. ,K. K. Crawford, during the coming season. In my waggave considerable snow in the higher ranges of the t'i
m- - si, I'air- - onette, tho Minnehaha." at reascua-convention ever held in New Mexico. Every
Interment
tery.
U. C. WAUDWFXL.
in the territory is urged to invite those interested in the northern district aiding heora! Inches to the stored icH
bio rates.
823 South Arno street..
reclamation of the semi arid regions to come to Las Ve- depth and materially improving tho water supply of the
Su:,., r
for The Citizen and get
gas May 4 and 5.
Rio Grande, the Canadian and the upper Pecos.
the newt.
Try a Citlxen want a.
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206 West Gold Avenue.
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
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carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you arc a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

far

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet tc
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, tit. Louis A. H. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee bottled fleers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarada Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue 3d
Price List. Automatic Telephone, iy9. Salesroom, 111 South Tint
,
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlca.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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POPULAR SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR
SAN FRANCISCO SUFFERERS

ALBUQUERQUE'S
CONTRIBUTION

For Relief of Sufferers
San Francisco, Will
Showing Partial List of Firms and Individuals
Reach $3,000.
Purchasing Tickets for the Benefit

Concert Tonight.

MISS ALBRIGHT

AS

PACE PIVC

"BRUNN-

HILDE" IN "THE VALKYRIE'

in

For the youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are among the
lately arrived goods. Wo have them

This Gifted Albuquerque Singer Winning Laurelsj
as Prima Donna of Savage Grand
Opera Company.

RELIEF TRAINS PASSING THROUGH

Carriages

and
r

Go-Ca- rts

..Prettily Upholstered..

This was Indeed a great
Mrs. J. G. Albright. wh. Joined her Cranston.
From th.' present outlook the grand daughter, Miss Claude, prima donna In honor Miss Claude, Albuquerque's
with all modern Improvements,
st
benefit concert to be given tonight in Savage's Grand Opera company, the success on tho stage, selected to
pear
rephotographed tide by side with
rubber tired and patent back ad
Klks' theater t r the relief of the sufof tho year in Texas, has just
the greatest Kilmers today on tho
ferers at San Francisco, will prove turned to Albuquerque.
justing
device.
stage.
a great success, and in all probability
The company played In Denver,
some $7u or $sno will bo realized as Salt Lake, Seattle and all tho northern
The newspapers lu the cities where
the result of the sale of tickets, as it Pacific coast cities, Montana. Dakotas, the Savage Opera company has
OUR PRICES ARE THE
Is not the intent lou of those having
St. Paul and on Mown to peared, speak in great, praise of Miss
LOWEST.
the matter in charge to limit the tick- Kansas City and St.. Ixmls.
Albright, as the following extract
Col. J. O. Albright met his family in taken from the ' Indianapolis
ets to the number of seats, but to sell
News,
The colonel is Interested In April 12. attest:
each seat In the house, several times Salt
over, as the object is to raise as much coal mines in Wyoming, and Is also
"Miss Claude Albright, who was one
organizing lodges of the Improved Or- - of. the Kundrys of last year's Parsifal.
money as possible.
Everything is In readiness f r thi
concert. A full rehearsrfl was held
last evening, all musicians and singers
who will take part, being present.
The program U long enough, and
308-31- 0
Ave.,
N. M.
varlnl enough to meet with the approval of every one attending, and as
a peiusal of the 'program will show,
some of the best talent obtainable In
Albuquerque has been secured, they
generously offtrlng their services
gratis. The theater has been donated
for the occasion, the printing and
newspaper notices have been given,
and the expenses will be so light that
almost every dollar realized from the
sale of tickets will be available for
swelling the relief fund that will go
from the people of this city to the
Stricken San Francisco homeless.
The committee that has been so
will receive
one
liciting funds independent of the concert movement raised ab:ut $700.
The concert proceeds will be as much,
and nearly every lodge in the city
has contributed to a fund for the
union
sufferers.
The Carpenters'
gave $50. Tho Eagles' lodge gave
$")0, the Elks made a splendid donaWOULDN'T IT TICKLE YOU?
tion, the A. O. U. W.. at their meeta v
4
ing last night voted $50 for the sufi un
to get practically double value for
ferers, the Shrlners last evening doyour money In cigar buying? Yes, of
nated $230 to be sent to Islam, temple In San Francisco, to be tised in
v
course. That's Just about the oppor1
relief work, the Knight of Columbus
tunity we offer when we present to
at a meeting held last night in St.
the public the White Lily Cigar for 5
Mary's hall voted $200 for the relief
cents the one, 2.0O for a box of fICty.
tund, which was sent last nlgrtt, and
nearly every other lodge and secret
Reason Is that we make and sell so
V. ...v..i..:?
,
organization in the city has sent
's
many that we can afford to trade on
money to 'Frisco, so that the sum to
a small margin of profit for the in---di
V
In!
moneys
already
donated.
tal of
:
V
vidua! cigar.
cluding the receipts that will be rewill
alized from tonight's concert,
easily reach $3,000, If not more.
Relief trains are now passing
through Albuquerque daily, en route
113a WEST RAILROAD AVENUL
to San Francisco. Ijist evening about
express
5 o'clock a train of eleven
cars, loaded mostly with government
supplies from Jefferson Barracks,
Miss Albright, as "Brunnhilde," In "The Valkyrie."
near St. louis, arrived in the city,
Finest Whiskies
stopping long enangh to c'aango engreat
Brunnhilde,
and
magnificent
as
was
predicts
a
gines and crews, when It proceeded der of Red Men. He
SAN
Wines, Bran dies. Etc. a
her singing was brilliant and thrilling.
on its way, with a clenr track ahead, future for Wyoming and Idaho.
Prop'r!
0
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
in
a
revelation
was
recopening
Her
solo
Mrs. Albright attended the Conried
and orders to brat all the time
ords, if 'possible. From Ia Junta to Metropolitan season of grand opera in power and tone, and the high char-S- t.
SAMPLE A NO a
was sustained and
Savage
work
actor
of her
Louis, which followed the
Albuquerque the train ran as the secWest
Tells of Her Experience in Graphic Words
Railroad
Avcnce
CLUB ROOMS 1
a
is
throughout.
symmetrical
west
She
opera
there. She came
ond section of No. 3, and beat the grand
with the 'Metropolitan company as far fine actress."
liniitcd's time by several minutes.
The Kansas Citv Star. In Its critl- Awful Crash ..That Came
General Manager Hurley, of the as Kansas City on her return home.
Santa Fe, has issued orders all along Mrs. Albright informs The Evening cifim 0f Valkyrie, had this to say of
Miss mikh Albright:
the lino that relief trains shall have Citizen that her daughter,
During
THE FIRST LESSON
"Few singers as young as Miss
the right of way over all other trains, Claude, will sing with hur company
the 7th of May, when the season bright have attempted Brunnhilde.
IN BREAD MAKINGL
fast passenger trains Included, and as
The role Is very exacting vocally
a result, the relief trains are going will close in New York.
Is the most Important of all; that
Miss
As stated In yesterday's Issue of The scieams and cries ct the girls; thrcuch to San Francisco in
Claude.
About
cause of its brilliant tind powerful
Is the selection of proper flour.
Miss Claude Albright of this city, declamation. In this particular it is
time. Another relief train
The Evening Citizen. Dr. and Mrs. ,lle trembling of the earth; the noise
There is no difficulty about this If
Savage
Grand regarded as tho top role for dramatic
"lnS from Fort Leavenworth, Kan., is ex- prima donna of the
Empress flour Is chosen. It 1 mo
,the
John F. l'earce, residing at 718 West 'f e,rash fter.
Plaster;
tl:o air white w th dust, and pected to arrive this evening or to- Opera company, is the youngest Wag- - sopranos. Miss Albright slims Bmnn- good end makes such sweet, unite
Railr-a- d
avenue, tins city, have re-- abovo al that terrible rocking of
ever
who
opera
singer
has
hilde very effectively. She easily
the night, and still another train, loaded nerlan
and nutritious bread as to be unor
sung
"Parsifal,"
"Kundry"
in
ce'vod a letter from their daughter, building.
covers tho range and her voice is
It stonned after what with all kinds of provisions and supsurpassed by any milled. The best
"Ivtbecea, who is attending the Notre seemed an eternity. Hastily dressing, plies is expected to arrive some time "Brunnhilde" In "Tho Valkyrie."
strong and even throughout, with a
bread
makers use It for that reir
Dispatch
April
St.
Post
The
Louis
of
Danio college in San Jose, which was we made our way down stairs, over tomorrow.
fresh, vibrant dramatic quality that is
reason.
severely shaken by the earthquake the piles or bricks, and reached the
1st gave a full page to the produc- - exceedingly telling. With such n be- tion of the facts of the great artists of ginning in Brunnhilde sho ought to
that wrought such havoc in San Fran- front garden, cold and frightened. One
both the Conreld Metropolitan and achieve great distinction in tho part,
cisco. The letter, from which extracts of the girls remarked, in the most COMPLETE PROGRAM
Savage English Opera companies, This is a reasonable expectation, for
are printed below, gives a vivid de- matter-of-fac- t
manner:
'I really beFOR BENEFIT CONCERT the
presenting the following ladies: Mme. Miss Albright's voice has still a num- scription of tho t arfhquake, and tctlB lieve something has happened.'
Wholesale Agent,
114 Wet Copper Ave.
of the ruin wrought in the little town After breakfast, when we came out, TO BE HELD AT ELKS OPERA Sembrlck, Claude; Albright and Em- - ber of growing years before It, and
gentlemen
ma
Eames,
and tho
were: sho places her tones so well that hard
of Sar. Jose. The letter in part, fol- we saw that the buildings were on
AT
8:15
TONIGT,
HOUSE
Caruso, Plancon, Sheelian, Gofe and work will not Impair her voice."
lows:
fire in different parts of the city, and
O'CLOCK.
"College of N,:tre Dame, San Jose, the r.ir was full of dirt and flying
Oal.. April 20.
PART ONE.
ashes.
The whole side wall of
-x x X
x x x-- s-r
x x was finally rescued by workmen, and
"Dearest Mother I presume you the convent is down, the back of the 1. Waltzes- - "Forest. Echoes"
M taken to the hospital, where on exA. C. Maish
have heard of the terrible disaster. conservatory is knocked down, and
Philips Orchestra
amination it was discovered that an
San Jose, for the most part, Is in tho studio ruined, the pretty chapel,
CHURCH, CLUB AND
H
arm and leg had been broken, beruins, that is, all the brick build- - which was the pride of the sisters, 2. Vocal Puet "Back to Our MounVerdi
Inss. The buildings of the convent utterly ruined, and all of the statues
tains'" II TrovUore
SOCIAL GATHERINGS M sides suffering ether injuries. Anare the only brick buildings in the knocked down and broken,
other brother, residing at Denver, was
J. W. Beane and J. M. Iletherington.
Selected X-- Xcity standing. Nineteen people were
notified of the mishap and is now at
OLD ALBUQUERQUE
"The Vendome hotel is in ruins and 3 Harp Solo
CATHEDRAL
X-X
X T- X
X -- XX
Mrs. DeWolfe.
killed, many injured and hundreds several people were- buried beneath
San Francisco or Oakland, as the
ALVARADO HOTEL
a-- ,
Those
Solo "O, Dry
Holy communion will be celebrated case may be, attending to tho injured
rendered homeless.
the wreckage.
It was a miracle 4. Vocal
COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDING.
Del Riego at St. John's church at 9:3f a. in. to- - brother.
Tears"
"The shock came nt 5:13 a. m. I; that we were not all killed.
A U 8 T R I A N
1
morrow, (St. Mark's Day.)
Mrs. Flora H. Arttrs.
CHINA
awoke like one does from a fright
"With all my heart.
With Cello Obligate
ful nightmare.
As long as I live 1
"Your daughter,
The I. O. O. F. will held a gocial Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
5. Piano Solo
shall nevtr forget that awakening.
"BECKY
and musical session Friday evening,
(a) Fantasy, Op. 28 Allegio
Mendelsshon April 27. Members are urged to be
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
(b) Novelette. Op. 21 ...Schumann present; also to tak" another fellow
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
ESTANCIA VALLEY
FAYWOOD POSTMASTER
along.
Prof. T. I Krebs.
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
O
Soprano Solo
117 Gold Avenue
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6
O.
W.
A.
night
STILL BOOMING
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V.
Tho
met
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iasi
Mrs. T. J. Shinick.
1
No. 7 Remington, with
regular
During
meeting
session.
the
7. Male Quartet
"The Song That
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (alArr. lieane $0o was voted by the lodge, to lie
Reached My Heart."
most new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
JUDGE MORI ARTY, OF MORIARTY, BUT POSITION REMAINS IN THE
suffer,
to
sent
:ti
the
FranSan
Baker
is
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
SAYS SETTLERS ARE COMING IN
FAMILY, AS A SON GETS THE Messrs. B.eane, Hetuerinmon,
cisco.
and Maynard.
1
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2
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last
B.
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(a) Romance
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most
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S. l.ee evening in St. Mary's '.all, and dur-(b) Gavotte, Op. 112
The above
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tell
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We
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home tomorrow of
city.
investigation
of charges made against 10 Vocal Solo "My Lady's Bower"
night.
an I.e. bought at real
mill liny
Temple
TOO TIRED TO GO?
l
!(
Judge Moriarty, who went to Cali- htm s. uie time ago. Yesterday his!
The; ope n
ine;
HUSBAND DETAINED?
Fraternal bari-'aiMrs. K. I.. Washburn.
1;
fornia some time a.40 with the iuten-tlo- n son, Clarence, was appointed to fill!
Brotherhood,
G. S. RAMSAY,
In
evening
lebl
1
AnUse the Telephone.
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ranil
He can Telephone.
Piano Duet
of locating in that country per- the position made va:ant by the
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anil
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dante From Fifth Symphony....
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a
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'
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O. F. Menger for apiHiint incut as Mrs Rota Futrelle Gideon ami Miss view. Tho program,
brighter right
i:i New Mexicu ed
lie
specially
for
prepared
occasion,
county.'
Nelllo Pratt.
Clayton. Union
than on i!h. golden
of t'ali- iMif'tmaster at
was a great succi sj
r
:itd following
12. Ladies Quartet
"Annie Laurie''
New Mexico.
- induU't'd
lorni.i.
in
Dudley Buck its rendition, daneiiu
oc-oooooooHe intends to remain permanently
leer two hours.
McDonald,
Harrison,
Mesdames
Miller
AND
NOW
MRS.
W.
B.
at Muriaity, where. h, baa heavy land
'
nnil Wn sli hum.
and other interests, in the future.
Merry Dance"
JOHNSON HAS LEFT TOWN',13 WhiIln Sol,-- "A
BROTHER HAD ARM
Speaking of the general prosp rity of
Leonard J. Miller.
tlte liancia valley, the judge bald LOCAL
o
I
!ti-i
"The
from
"Bridal Chorus''
AND LEG BROKEN
RAILROADERS BELIEVE
0. W. Strong's Sons
that settlers were iKiurinsr in rapidly,
Maiden."
THEY "FIXED IT," TO DEFRAUD
and tlt.it they wire a good class ot
Houghton,
S.
Director.
CREDITORS.
Well bound are a valuaemigrants at that, not poor healt'h-tseek- i
STROXQ BLOCK.
FLUKE HAS A BROTHER
15. Vocal Solo "Answer". A. G. Roliyn ED.
ble addition to any lior fa rum's who had no cap- A few days uk
AMONG THE EARTHQUAKE
J. M. Netherlngton.
The Evening Citi- brary.
ital, but business men, and men in zen published an article relative to lfi. March "Tho Poii"
Bnfilin
other walks of life, wh) were being tho bkipping out of one W. B. John- Phillpps Orchestra
We can bind them In
attraeted by the prosperous outlook son, genera yardinaster in the local
Miss Nellie Pratt and Mr. Ed.
any Btylo desired.
nif-'I'M. P. ii.
m
'"an
ti.
yards, and leaving behind a number Grunsf.ld, Accompanists,
!.r tho valley.
1.
hrothe-Crystal le,. work
in- "Wo get wat'-- in and around Mo- of t'.npiid bills, and Mrs. J linsoti to, No encores. No reserved seats, jured in the Sail I':,
Prices will suit your
earth- riarty," he said, "at a tit i t li of from "face the- music."
pocket-book- ,
Doors open at 7:i;o; program begins eiuake.
too.
id that the
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It
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and
It now transpires that
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Large
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
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district
and who hail deserted her. has also
country in that ininu'.lia'e
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
when he was cantrb'
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
"me of the
MONUMENTS
cannot be surpassed anywhere in the b it the city, and that the local raildebris and pinioned t.i !.' eat'b. llo
Proprietor.
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matter of that.
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A
two
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she
few
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past
and
a
"in the
I'll'
South
Street. Albuquerque,
In any event, both have left
five
N M.
settlers have movt d inu that
the
0
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE
neighborhood and tak. n up claims. city, and numerous bills all over the
Geii
'..;, .1. d. pick- VV.
ineu:,
L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
booming,
also
city,
is
by
Mrs
Of course, Estaneia
contracted
"Hon." and
ard, W. ('. T. ('.. one side, Truth,
B.
slighted
W.
in
the
being
Johnson,
which remain unpaid,
Carries the United States mall; LIVER T, SALE FEED AND TRANSbut we are not
Virtue, mi the oilier
Te nipcrane
HALL, Proprietor
only line with a change of stock en
siib-least, and are getting more than our w;ll soon bo marked to "profit and
to Citizen
Iron and Brass C- - 'nga; Ore, Coal ari l I.timter CReward to
FER STABLES
.
movement."
immigration
ledgers.
loss"
on the
route; good rlg9, horses and drivers; Horses and Mules bought and
oJJjcc.
ulleyg, Grale
bare of tho
sd
babbit Metal; Ccl'i.-u:frubti (or
Albuq.uern.ue
riij
Monday
every
0
DutJdlngs.
leaves
Mrs. W. T. S'rain, wife
of the
Miss Kate L.iwler, who has made
Owing ti ihe advance In leaf toWednesday and Krlday at 6 a. m. Koi
Repair on Mining ana Mill Machinery a Specialty
AlbUquerqu
her bon.e the- - past two ! otiu'ar lailroaib'r running between bacco cigar cuttings will be sold at
particulars,
address W. L. Trimble A BEST TURNOUTS LV THE CITY
AlbuqserQBe,
0 Foundry east aide) of railroad tiaca.
years, left this morning for her old this
and Win.slow, is slowly
Hoc per pound by all ci':ir and toCo.. agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or
Second street, between Railroad a 4
from her recent illness.
home at Hushvl'.le, lulBLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.
bacco dealers.
Copper avenues.

The citizens' committee having In E. R. Hamh
5.00
chnrst' the benefit concert for strick- Superior riaulng Mill.
V. V. StronR
reports the folen San Franc-lncr..oo
K. Meyers Co.
lowing: names and amounts:
500
F. Ralph
$:.0.00 ltorindaile Co
5.00
First National Bank
IiO.00
Hank of Commerce
500
Simon Stern
American l.umuer to
A. Matson & Co
.
Cross, Kelly & Co
b.uu
!. Trotter & Hawkins
4.00
Whist Club
J.
A. Thlrlon
1". "0
3.00
State National liank
Co.
wick
Chad
Cbas.
15.(10
3.00
Montezuma Trust Co
Market
Jose
San
3 0
lu (m Emll Mann
Oraham Brothers
3.00
Sturgea & Co
Steve Halllnsr
3.00
Whitney Company
1000Ia. J. Richards
1,um Leon Stern
3.00
Heaven Coal Co
iu.
3.00
Albuquerque Lumber to
u
Rosenwald
s
1000 Caeser Grande
3.00
Blttner, Stamni & Co
lu 00 Frank Klrster .
I,. B. Putney
3.00
10.00 nUn T,,,reer ...
2.50
W. H. Hahn
10.00 AIhort Faber
11. A. Macpherson
2.00
The Rothenberg & Schloss Cigar
2.00
A. j jtaloy
1Q.00 T e,' nell
Company
2.00
iu.uu-tO. V. Strone & Sons
2.00
A Miller
10.00 Wm.Kleke
F. O. Pratt & Co
2.00
15.00 Peter utniiion
J. A. Weinman
z.uu
10.00 J. W. Abbott
2.00
Otto Dleeknian
10.00 Jas. McCorriston
F. H. Kent
2.00
10.00 Frank Tomle Bro
W. P. Metcalf
2.00
10.00 Wm. Morris
2.00
J. B. Downey
,
10.00 W. F. Switzer
A. Borders
2.00
10.00 Atlantic Saloon
Quickel & Boothe
2.00
10.00 Maynard Gunsul
, O: K. Neher
2.00
10 00 Cash
2.00
S. Vann & Son
10 00 Cash
A. W. Anson
2.00
:
10.00 Cash
E. L. Washburn Co
2.00
10.00 J. A. McQuade
e
2.00
Frank Stortz
10.00 W. W. Ralph
Benham Indian Trad Co
2.00
5.00 J. B. Rutherford
Geo. Ramsay
2.00
5.00 I,. A. Restaurant (Chinese)
Monarch Grocery Co
2.00
5.00 F. J. Houtson
A. Everett
2.00
5.00 Chas. May
Weiller & Benjamin
2.00
5.00 San Jose Restaurant (Chinese) . 2.00
Peach & Co. ..;
5.00 Jaffa Grocery Co
Learnard & Llnderman
2.00
5.00 J. A. Skinner
R. W. Hopkins
2.00
5.00 W. J. Zirhut
Imperial laundry
2.00
5.00 Alexander Sandoval
Williams Drue: Co
2.00
5.00 R. Schmidt
Albuquerque Hardware Co
1.00
5.00 Union Market
M. Mandell
1.00
5.00 Sam Ho Kee
Weinman & Lewlnson
1.00
6.00
IX A. Porterfleld Co
Many single tickets for the concert
v
5.00 hav.e been purchased, where names of
Stern, Schloss Co
D. H. Cams
2.00 holders are not known; hence Indivi2.00 dual credit cannot he given.
P. G, Cornish
5.00
Minnie Carroll
This list will remain open for a few
fi.00 days until Treasurer Ilickey remits
W. W. Havens
.1. II. O'RIelly Co
5.00 to the Red Cross socletv at San Fran- 5.00 cisco.
I. B. Rosenfield
H. Yanow
5.00
Tomorrow there will be published
5.00 the names of firms and Individuals
Iholin Pros
F. J. Wilson
.5.00! who have sold tickets.
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Prescriptions, If Entrusted

The Williams Drug Co.

the personal care of
of the firm,
both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.
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THE FAMOUS CLIFF HOUSE
San Francisco

land grants, rondo by the Spanish
crown nunurens oi years ago in incw
Mexico will hnve a perfect title.

EVEXINQ

A

NUMBER

account are such that it
can be adjusted to every sort of

Correctly describes the Anheuser-BuscBrewery. Covers 128 acres enual to 70
city blocks.
Storing capacity 600,000
barrels. Employs more than 6,000 people.

business.

bank account is
to the merchant.
The farmer who carries a bank
account Is up to date and has a
systematic method for keeping a
record of his receipts and expenditures.
Even a housewife with a bank
account is able to put system Into
the regulation of her Affairs. By
paying her store bills by check,
she has a complete record of her
expenditures.
By using a check
book, bills need to be paid but
;nce.
Each check is a receipt.

h

OF

1908.

The facilities of a bank

wm.i.iiniiiwil

I

IN CALIFORNIA
1857 AND

TUESDAY, APRIL 24.

Largest in the World

MANY SHAKES

SINCE

CITIZEN.

A.

TOWNS BADLY DAMAGED.
There
are only imperfect data conjr.Jcerning the earthquakes of the Cali
fornia nhore. Although it was occupied at a few points bv Jesuit mis
sionn land military stations as tarly
.
v.
- .!.
v
lev
..s.
as lt!98, there are no records of
earthquakes cl an earlier date thnn
1800.
The most Important one mentioned in the archives of the Jesuit
fathers occurred during tho month of
September, 1S12, and was of extreme
violence. R overwhelmed the buildings of the mission at San Juan
which exceeds that of any other Brewery in
and Santa Inez, near Santa
IK'
Harbara. 170 miles from each other.
world.
the
In the former evening services were
lx'ing held, and from thirty to forty-fivAnheuser-Busc- h
pers.ns, according to different
SI. Louis. U.S.A.
estimates, were buried In the ruins.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
From 1830 proper, earthquake records begin. Not a year but has a note
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
of, some kind, varying from a slight
tremble to a smart shock somewhere
C.
W.
KUNZ,
Distributor,
In the state.
In Dr. Ilolden's volume,
"Catalogue of Earthquakes
on the
Albuquerque.
Pacific Coast," subsequent to 1850,
seven earthquakes are classed as deWhich was reported to have slid olT Into the ocean, but Is still standCorkti cr Jin Cappti
ing. TJio rocks shown are the famous seal rocks, where hundreds of deals structive, namely:
1857
9,
January
t'n-Tulare,
at
Fort
every
visitors.
amusement
day, to
of
tioiort themselves
...SANTA
Teton, etc.
1SG5 October 8, at San Francisco,
etc.
18G7 January 8, t Klamoth, etc.
Effective December 10,1905
1 808
October 28, at San Francisco,
WOULD UNDERMINE SOCIETY AND INTRODUCE
etc.
Eastbound.
Westbound.
1872
March 26, in Inyo county.
No. 426.
1890 August 23, at Mono Lake.
Stations.
No. 425.
ANARCHY WRITES MRS. CORBIN
1892 April
at Vacavllle.
During the same range of years 24
3:00 am
Pueblo
11:05 pu
earthquakes are classed aa "extreme4:35 a m
Colo. Springs
9:40 pm
ly severe shocks, these being as fol7:30 a m Ar. Denver Lv.
the. Gotha platform of 1875, "universal
By Caroline F. Corbin,
7:00 p m
lows:
12:51 pm
Espanola
1:26 p m
8UlfraRO wltuout diction of sex."
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Kie and tle u one moie uf the '.aij-"arrolioa (O.) KTee Press.
New Mexican.
al

Sales for 1005

1,403,788 Barrels

'

of Beer

Cap-Itian-

Brewing Ass'n

mm D.oE.G.sysiem
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The Government's Defenses of
San Francisco.
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OPEN WINDOWS1

-

Wholeiale and Retail.
Colo, phone. Red 177.

Auto phone, 474.

Wert End Viaduct.

Cor. Coal Ave. and 2d St.

THiS CHANGE TO

SNOW

SETOUGH
VER

CURE BARGAINS IN

AND

RIO

AND ETC.
We are offering gome very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

r

AR-

aj

Tiler a

-'

MELINI & EAKIN

BE

Sol

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

AgenU.

Albuquerque,

14.

Automatlo Phone,

M.

General Building Supplies

199.

SCREEN DOORS
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the M erica t
style, go to South Third street, cornet
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will b
served promptly at any hour or tb
night. Prices will be from 2Bc to Juc

RAILROAD TOPICS

n

.

suc-TIl-

Both Phones

rA R R

JT

AO.

T, A.

Lucero

E.

Third and MarquetU

R EaT

Wc Do Your Blacksmith Work Right I

N S"T

i LACK HM ITJ.H

M. GRENADINO & CO.

If you haven't the time to exercise
N. PEACH & CO.
regularly, Doan's Regulets will prea
They
Induce
constipation.
vent
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
mild, easy, healthful action of the Auto, 'phone,
437: Colo.. Red 61.
your
Ask
griping.
bowels without
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
1
druggist for them. 25c.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treat
P. J. Tyster of the secret service islnd f :r good. Go over the same
nient, do hair dressing, treat corns,
department of tlio Santa Ke is report- road tomorrow and the chances are
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
UP TO DATE SIGNS
that the dust clouds are blowing
ed seriously ill at Ia Junta.
gives massage treatment and manicur
again. No so when oil instead of
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
onductor Frank Thomas and wife water Is used. The oil soaks in,
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
ot complexion cream builds up the
have returned to Winslow from the packs the dust Jiito a hard layer and
complexion,
improves
skin
and
the
OCICXXXXXICXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
Grand Canyon road to the main line. holds it In that, harmless state for
and is guaranteed not to he InjuriSome oil roads last a year
SCREEN TIME
Conductor .1. S. Hogue, of the Grand months.
prepares
ous.
tonic
She
also
a
hair
without reoillng; others are good for
Canyon run, headquarters at Williams, two
that cures and prevents dandruff and
s here. Door and Window
years.
or
on
depends
three
It
mingled with the railroad boys at the soil
'nair falling out; restores life to dead
screens made to order.
and the amount of travel.
suWinslow the other day.
I
lie Santa Fe keeps its roadbed hv lalHirers u. ith chnvota on.i Wt.nct. hair; removes moles, warts and
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
a
perfluous
Also
powder,
a
face
hair.
Mrs. IL II. Gregory, wife of tho wull oilod in Texas. Arizona and Cali- - lng the. cars further in tho passage-assistapimple cure and pile KXXXXXXXXOXXXXIOOOCjCOCIOOO
freckle cure
general passenger agent Of;;orn!a- You may ride over the Mo- - way and loading them with snow, cure. AH of and
preparations are
these
litexample
for
desert,
as
Jilve
with
i
which was then carried several miles purely vegetable compounds. Have
the Southern Pacific in San Fran-- ,,e (lust
PIONEER BAKERY
in
tho
as
wake
of
the
train
back and emptied, the work was
eisco, has been taken to I.os Angeles.
just added a vibrator machine for
SIMON BAli,INO, Proprietor.
lady was seriously injured in the ;If " a fine city park roadway. The cossfully completed."
scalp,
cf
of
treatment
(Successor
face, and cure
to Balling Bros.)
"u1- - i'cier is uowneu uy means oi a
earthquake.
wrinkles. It Is also used for rheumatrain cf several tank cars, tilled with
WEDDING
CAKES
A SPECIALTY
massage.
pains
tism,
GREAT APPLE ORCHARD .
and
Harold Howard, night caller at the oil, slowly hauled over that part of
We desire patronage and we guaro
Kaeh
returned to the track needing attention.
Winslow round-housantee first class baking.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
6,000 TWO
OVER
AND THREE
Winslow Tuesday night from Ios An- - oar is fitted with four 'projecting
207 8. First Street
Albuquerque.
YEAR
OLD
where he has been in the hos-- j forated side pipes, through which the
(Small Holding Claim No. 1600.)
APPLE
TREES
PLANTED IN THE MOUNTAIN Department of the Interior, United
pital as a result of an operation per- - oil is poured out in hundreds of
streams. About ono soaking every
PARK VICINITY.
on his Jaw.
F.
States Land Office, Santa Ffe, N. M.,
eighteen months Is required. There
March 2!. 1900.
F.M.Boyd, general passenger agent ai.H Illor ,ha
ml,a ,lf ..... J. V. ,lisLatham returned from his Notice is hereby given that the fol- PAINTS. OILS. VARNISHES AND
nome n('ar Mountain Park, ,;.,
for the Pennsylvania
lines, passed Ko tracks thus treated. Tho remain- - trin to
nampa ciamant has filed
BRUSHES,
throug.1 tho city this morning en route lDg tragic Is either crushed rock or sa s V10 AIamKrdo News. He says tloo f
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
final
hs lntention io
laut-iiineHum h,
iu iuv x aumu musi. gravel laiast, requiring no special
ami lai mers in tne proof in support
Dusters,
Whips,
eat
Axlo Oils, etc. Palclaim under
vicinity of Mountain Park have al- - sections 1G
Mr. Boyd traveled in the private car treatment to prevent dust
metto
Roof
Paint; lasts five rears and
17 of tho act of March
Oliver attached to train No. 2.
"KOther put out over G.Ono
fruit 3. 1S91 (2G and
t(,0 average cost
per mile .for
thus
Stats.. 8S41. as amended stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
..
.
.
, .1.1.
.,,...,1..
tv.iiita
m.
,
a,...-n
..v...
tirnuwav
a
rue
rpakr,
Pelts.
n
bv the act of February 21. 1893. (27
ivr i i aii k i uuiudn aim 11V- riiiriniiiiua
Is about. Sr. Most of tho nit i p- Oadwallader & Son have planted Stat?.. 4701. and that said nroof will 408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
ceipt ot a letter from a brother of oil
,m
a,Klut
,helr
l)Iao?
tnls;i,0
procured
trf's
from
wlls owned by the s,v,s'm. and
mado before tho United States
Mis. Notgrass, who lives in San Fran&.
largest
next
TOT
order
the
I
GRAOI
Fe
Bakersfleld, Cal. and
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
cisco. The letter states that the writ- a l!ats:in,
of trees planted was by Charles F. New Mexico,
Texas.
on May 10, 1906, viz:
Dealers In Groceries, Provialons, Hay,
er's home was slightly damaged, but
Beasley, who put. out 1.0HO trees, anil
Adelaida S. do Otero, for
lot 1,
Grain and Fuel.
the family escaped unhurt.
A ERAKEMAN'S RIDE
others in that vicinity have planted sections 12 and 13, township tho
7 north, Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
season
trees
this
ever
than
FOR
'"ore
HIS
LIFE.
A railroad laborer, suffering from
range 2 east, and sections 7 and 18.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
I. N. Carroll of tho ore fore, making all told over 6,000 trees,
fit a, was hroiiRht in from I.aguna on
township 7 north, range 3 east, and
this line with. us.
is
When
already
train
it
service
considered
had
life,
that
a
for
rldo
his
train No. 2 this morning and takori to
lot 2, sections 12 and 13, township 7
NORTH THIRD 8TREET.
- tho ranchmen in and around Mountain
night,
Inother
Fays
the
Douglas
tho
yr
O
O
rwwr-t
Iwl
a sin.
r
nnnl
the local hospital. His writhing, tenia)
:
have
bearing
thousand
several
.Park
tU)n8'7
;on:nshlp
straining, gulping body presented a
7
northi
, atul
While a train of twenty emnties trees, it will be seen that that sec-- i
Vt
a
very gruesome sceno as lie was relenn
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
,ion
pnlle-ls
beconu?
was
great
soon
being
apple
one
-'
into
to
enhy
llisbco
moved from the train at the station.
Ho names tho following witnesses
PUBLIC.
Pine No. So2. McCown.
engineer: ' orchard.
to prove his actual continuous adverse Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
The flavor with whirh. apples
Murray Sullivan, formerly with the Davidson, conductor, and Russell,
twenty
possession
of
tract
said
for
Automatlo Telephone, 174.
Paso &. Northeastern, at Alamo- - fireman, fifteen of the cars broke t"1"0 'n 'he Sacramento mountains years next preceding the survey of
...
gordo, is to bo married at Los An- - loose on the steepest part of the can not be equalled anywhere else
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX5
geles. Cal., on April 25. Mr. Sullivan grade, end starud n a wild run to- - and In a few more years there is
Placldo Salazar y Otero, of Albu
hound to be a special market for Sac- - querque,
American Block
is now chief draughtsman
for the; ward Lowell.
N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero,
Oregon Short Lino, with headquarters
Drakeman Carroll, who was on the ramenu grown apples,
of Peralta, N. M.: Hlginio Chavez, of
portion of the train which broke
at Salt Ixike City.
Peralta, N. M.: Jesus Garcia, of Al- Human Blood Marks.
a a
away. Instead of jumping off, like
A tale of horror was told bv marks buquerque, N. M.
A small wreck occurred the other some men would have done, stood his
Any person who dslres to protest
day at the twin bridges, twelve miles grcuni, and whistling down brakes of human blood in the homo of J. W.
merchant oflaWhst the allowance or said proor,
out on tho Grand Canyon road. A proceeded to carry out orders by put- - Williams,
1-- 2
es: "Twenty years r wna knows of any suDstantlal rea
flange of a wheel on one of the cinder ting on every brake on the train him- .
,
hemorrhages of the sn under tho laws and regulations
cars broke, the car jumping the
nr.o
nn,i
i or idh interior rienflrT menr wnv snrn
i.
track, carrying three more with it,
Tho wild train attained terrible mitru
COKE - MILL WOOD
r)r King's New Discov- - proof should not be allowed, will be
and badly tearing up the track. It speed before reaching the ice plant blgan
an
ery.
Riven
opportunity
at the above
It completely cured me and I
KINDLING
was feveral hours before the damage at Uwell. but by Jumping from car to
s
well ever 6ince." It mentioned time and place to cross- had been repaired.
car Carroll succeeded in getting all!ctlr08 hemorrhages.
"examine
the witnesses of Baid claimchronic coughs,
f i he brakes et and in bringing the settled colds and bronchitis,
Conductor Ed. Payne, of the secand is ant. and to offer evidence in rebuttal
a
train
sv,
to
standsUl
a
short
distance
i.
..ie
west,
ond division, out
had his right
for weak lungs. of that submitted by claimant.
COTM 'PHONES
leg broken ut aliove the ankle tho below the L. S. & p. shaft. Without Every bottle guaranteed bv all drug
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
other morning at Piuta. Just as he question his brave action not only gists. Sfic and $1. Trial bottle free.
COOCOOCOCOOCOCClCOC)OCXXXsr
attempted to get on th calmose when
lhe train was pulling out, lie slipped
on a cinder aud was thrown violently
SSEay CTJH
SirSWr'
was taken to
to the ground. H
asCaUststt
.atffTjSJIfcl,
.ffyrfgrnw
stC&ZZaa
Winslow for treatment.

I

Into Yours!

Albuquerque
Go
Carriage
Corner rirtt and
Road.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

John Med lock, who murdered Carrie McKinney, his Bweetheard, and
David Arguello, who shot and killed
Francesco Garcia, were last Saturday
stntenoed to be 'hanged by Chief Jus-- !
tice Mills, at Raton, May 23.
The Jury after being out forty
hours on tho case of Cabe Adams,
who shot and killed Warren Middle-tin- ,
who married Adams' divorced
wife, disagreed aud were discharged.
Arguello was ordered sent to the
penitentiary for safe keeping.

e

Pocket

ru--

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

JOHN MEDLOCK AND DAVID
GUELLO,
SENTENCED TO
M. I,. Schutt, a merchant from
HANGED AT RATON, N. M.
Colo., arrived in Santa Fe on

LAP ROBES

7i

Our Top Buggies andj
Runabouts must move
We need the floor J
space for another car.
It's a time to helpd
yourself by helping ua.(
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.00 !
TOP RllfifilPS u,r tec. nn tA tlA .
ttl en A e iln'
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, SUahope, Con- .a
sjvTIaUaI
rfrA Tllirlf hAQ V, a Cnilni TT7r rrr.a
rite ror catalogue and prices
j

Bottled in Bond.

DIE ON THE GALLOWS

Sunday and yesterday attended
to
personal business matters. Ho came
by way of the new Silverton branch
of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad
which has just been opened to traffic,
after being mwwed up for thirty-fivdays. He gave the following account
of how the road was opened:
"The snow in the canyon between
Rockwood and Silverton is sixty feet
deep and has become nearly as compact as ice. The railroad company
found it Impossible to clear the track
and some time
began constructing a huge tunnel about 400 feet long
through the canyon, the work having
Just been completed.
"The trains are now
running
through the tunnel on schedule time
and already business men in Silver-toare noticing an Improvement In
their business affairs. Silverton was
badly handicapped during the winter
when no trains were running, the mail
service especially, being Inadequate.
"The tunnel through the snow will
probably last all summer and will be
one of the greatest sights in the west
for tourists as It will give them an
rm-ii- i
nit a ui
immense snow
slides and their results.
"The work of constructing the tun
nel was slow, but. effective. An opening largo enough to admit a flat car
was made in one end of tho tunnel

Out of Ouri

fctC"3

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

TWO MURDERERS MUST

SILVERTON.

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

vi:fWJtrosTSKwrxzrj

THE CELEBRATED

need less
laid. It it to extremely rich in butter-f- at
that lea shortening is required.
Your cooking will taste better, and
will cost you no more than belore.
Carnation Cream takes the place oi
milk and cream in the kitchen.

OF
GRANDE,

"

:!ht

in your cooking and you'll

EXPERIENCE
&

.'il.

EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Buildnm, Norm Third Street.

(Sterilised)

ICE

Wagons'
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO. "Red
BACK OF P. O.

and Salt Me its.
Sausage Factory.

Steam

Dm Carnation Cream, Instead of milk, in makinf
Doughnuts.
Thay'll b surprisingly light and
toothsotna.

RAILROAD THROUGH

is

and we will straighten them out for you.

All Kinds of Fresh

Cream

113G.

are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to

Meat Market

Carnation

,

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our aV
ready welt equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. Wflen ,we are through with them they

THIRD STREET

Use

j

J.D.Emnions!

Devil's Island Torture.
no worse than th? terrible care of
piles that afflicted mo ten years. Then
I
a fadvlsed to apply Bucklen's Arnica Salve and less than a box permanently cured me, writeB I,. S. Napier of IIukIcs, Ky. Heals all wounds,
burns and sores like magic. 25c at all
druggists.

you use lard, your cooking
often hat a disagreeable, greasy
taste.
It is a cheap substitute for llie
butter, a
only true shortening
rather expensive product of milk.

SEVEN

PAGE
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When

One of the larijo mountain climbing
engines ot tlio San'a Ke Mew up in
tlio riiilroad yards at Trinidad Tues- day niiernjon just
the enpino. puil-- ;
liiK h long tniia of cars, had entered
the jnrds. The engineer and fireman
had a mirirulous escape from death.
Tl.ey were Mown through 1lie open
window a of the car for some distance.
on e;tch s'de of tlte engine and only!
jpushiined h few bruises. The engine'
!ca!i was demolished as was also the1
firebox, ar.d the sheet. Iron was torn
oft' the Hi'er as far forward as tlio
Hand hex.
The engine tender was,
split In half and the engine was put
out of commit Ion
The cause of the
explosion is not known, hut it is
thought to have resulted from a burst:
steam pipe. The explosion w as wit- nested by several railroad men In the
jy;nds. Tho number of the engine is

beet

inn do.

frl

J! !

Luis.

THROUGH

g

preserver
ot
The cold air J
the liot air and.
rtlfiilrcf
keeps a constant circulation, J
cssi nihil for preserving food.
Call and trc our line of re
We have them!
frigerators.
from J:.7j tin. Write
catalogue.
t lie

CITIZEN.

How to Avoid "Lard
Taste" in Cooking

EnExplosion of Mountain-Climbingine Throws Both Engineer and
Fireman from Cab.

3:;
food

I Km

BLOWN

CIRCULATION
Is

PIP

near

AIR

DRY
r

EVEN I NT,

ALT1UQUERQUE

1906.

,

iln til

'

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN
HORSESHOEING DEPART
MENT.

TO-OU- R

1

www
rftTJcli.i!

ssr-- 9

sTT

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR
RIAGE

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

J. KORDER

.

FIG.

& CO.r

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVEC
MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW

RUPPE

B.

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

NEXT TO BANK OI COMMSKCB

203 W. Railroad

At Consistent Prices

o

A. D. JOHNSON,

Genera

At.

ccnlractor

8

e,

Wootton

&

Myer,

8

per-gele-

j

TIios.

Real Estate!

Kelehcr

8

e

of-hi-

...

'

s

ciu.

.

-'

-

RENTALS

AND

and

Ranches

.

J!

Farms 8

Correspondence Solicited.
q
123 8. Third SL,
Q
? ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M. g

J

S

I

r

'

"Vl

RANKIN & CO.
Irrigating Plants a Specialty.

Auto, phone, 308; Colo. Red, 131.

B. A. SLEYSTER

,,.,,,,,

Bt

$5.75 Per
$3.00 Per

".J

Ton
Ton

WaH.Hahn&Co
--

LOAN 9

Automatic phone 4ol.
Room 10. N. T.

If--i

CTCl

n

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATM.

STEAM
l

CARPET

CLEANING

nvirn l vn nsv
Cleans everything.

swararrscrr

He Is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.
Established In

Albuquerque

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Ja. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

StaplA and Jb'ancy
Groceries

Bulldln

Novelty

Works

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large shipment
321

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Assocbt
Hon, Office at 217 West Railroad avenue.
.

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers m
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

HUIsboro UTeamery Butter Best on Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, arte)
II klnda of Fresh Meat.
Earth.
Free Delivery. 300 North Broadway, Corner of WashOrders Solicited.
214 South Beeond StreeL .
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
BSSEZSSr

a

Ceort'e Selvy, who has been acting
on the Grand Canyon
as ).i
road, nit t with an accident last. Saturday nt the cinder pit. One of the
car3, on which George was riding,
Jumped the tiack, and in the hilxup
he had his
foot mashed,
the u.-of cnitchts since.
Th ir- is the second accident of the
kind he has been in r.ieiitly, the
other hanner.ln:.' at the tunnel a feu
vi i !is since.

iV-r-

!

FOREMAN WHEELER IS
RECOVERING
FROM INJURY.
('. E. Wheeler.
foreman of llie
l.rid-'- ,'
and buildings paint gang ot
the Kl l'aso & S u ii western , is again
able to be out, says the Alamogordo
Advertiser. On the 4th of the montii
Mr. Wheeler suffered a painful misHis two cars were
hap at Duran.
coupled to a freight train. He stepped in the caboose to see a party,
and when he g t off ho forgot that
the train bad moved up, and was precipitated to the. lcitoni of an arroyo,

Sslca

i3 31 miles

Of l.UO'i

huslrefi snl
church--

;uil3rGt,

etc.

gr
V

mi .JOHN BECKER,

r;1

e

ltlvatlnn

i :

no sand or gravel.

We need a

Bret-clas-

s

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor saop. laoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shoe, pianist mill,

flrsi-clas-

APF-L-

stnrriia.

s

whle, with beautiful l:k Hod ptiblle park and grand old sihade trees; publls school house, eoet-ilestabllshiuetits in New Mexico; the Beleo Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
bay in Central Ne .v Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.

AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BEl EN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH

OUR PRICCS

havo sea a street sprinkler
at work, slowly drawn up and down)
a duty highway, its progress marked
area of watby an
ered road surface, says the press,
One wuldl
agent of tho Santa K
think the dust liuitainv had been ban !

w

MAIL

mer

are In tbe center cf the city, well graded, (many of them improved b
sSop, rtc , etc.
Also a
driuc atore. !:riie-modern hoti

OF OIL.
j

r?et, with alleys ;o teet

lo-s-

jird.

You

.

3

.kiii-aeliJ

Helen Tcwn acd Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

.
sl.e 25x142 feet, laid out with iTosrj 8i n r.d
Commercial club; u population of 1.500 lnhn S.tanti ; largest
is tl'r I .truest sbippln; point for wool, fl.ir, wheat, hop,

reHldn--

LIMITED EXPRESS.

'.21 cff.irc.i

iilll

.

Helr--

M 1.

n

The Santa Fe Roadway Is Sprinkled
Every Eighteen Months.

i jBBV

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points eat to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The

from a bridge, a distance of about
eightc-ifeet, lie was rendered unconscious for several hours end was
confined to bis room for a number ot
days.
BY MEANS

..4

li 'Future. R.llnAri Metfooolis of New Mexico
Lkj&hid on the Belen Cui-o- ff
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parent
resided in Albuquerque in
tho early days of this city, and both
are therefore well known to the
The Citizen extends congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Jordan.
A. Haas, of the firm of the
company, owners of one rf
tlie largest wholesale houses of San
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Francisco, passed through the city
morning on the California limGenerally fair tonight and Wednes this
hnmi ward hound, from an exday, except showers In .north por ited,
tended ti ll) to Europe. Mr. Haas had
tion tonight. Colder tonight and In just
stei.ped from aboard the boat at
southeast portion Wednesday.
New York, when the first papers U
announce the California earthquake
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
wire offered for tale. He stated that
his firm would rebuild immediately,
No. 1, at 8 p. 111.
No. 1, second division, at 8:05 p. tn. and that their new buildings would
Im
larger and finer than ever. The
No. 7, on time.
No. 9, on time.
limited train carried a number of San
No. 9, second division. 5 minutes Franciscans returning home, and all
were sanguine of 'Frisco rebuilding
Inter.
again.
No. 8, at 10:10 p. m.
No. 4, at 1:30 a. m.
Mrs. K. Mandell and daughter. Miss BERNALILLO COUNTY
last night from
Brunella. returned
DISTRICT COURT
southern California.
J. W. Akfrs. the saloon Keeper, Is MUNSEY IS FOUND GUILTY OF
down from Santa Ke hobnobbing with
ASSAULTING PEDRON CHILL- Ilocal sporting men.
HARRY SCHUTZ FORFEITS BOND
Joe Sheridan was a California pasCOMMcBRIAN
FURNITURE
senger last night. .He will view the
PANY BANKRUPT.
ruins of San Francisco before returning.
After Instructing the Jury in the
nn expert Munsey assault case, Judge Abbott
Miss Frances Devlne,
stenographer. Is assisting Deputy Dis- yesterday overruled a motion for
trict Clerk Miss Holmqulst a few change of venue in the forgery case of
days, while District Clerk Dame Is Llhrado C. de Baca, besides hearing
H. J. Farmer withdraw the plea of
absent in Mexico.
Mrs. Shlnlck's solo this evening at not guilty, made some time past, and
the great benefit concert will bo enter the plea of guilty instead. Far"Salve Regenla," cne of the finest mer was charged with assault with
ntent to kill.
things written to music. Her daughter, Armida, will be her accompanist.
After several hours confinement the
Mrs. William Ruby loaves this even- Jury in the Munsey case brought out
ing for Los Angeles, where she ex- a verdict of "guilty as charged in the
pects to remain permanently.
Her second count of the indictment," rec
husband, whose health has been very ommending clemency. Munsey was
poor the past year, will accompany charged with "assault with intent to
her to southern California.
kill," and "assault and battery." MunCamping out and living or- food sey struck one Pedron Chilli with a
cooked in tho open air is the life A. spade while the two were engaged In
H. Moorehead is going to live this
quarrel over water In an ncequla
summer. Mr. Morehead has taken ui north of the city.
his rendezvous In Bear canyon, and
J. C. Baldridge and George Snyder,
expects to remain there until fall.
for Harry Schutz, were orProbate Judge Jesus Romero is in bondsmen
receipt of a large number of garden dered to produce the body of defendor else forfeit their bond, $500.
seeds from the department at Wash ant
charged with assault with
ington, D. C, and says that any one Schutz was
caring for any of them may have same intent to kill.
by calling at his store in Old Albu
Judgment was entered in divorce
querque.
suit of Mary Meyers versus John
The limited passenger train from Meyers, the defendant to pay costs
tho coast last night, which arrived and alimony of $10 per week.
about on time, carried sixty . passen
The assault case of the territory
gers, and a majority or them were
people who were stopping in San against Thos. Chaves and Antonio
who are charged with assault
Francisco, but. going to their eastern
to ing J. B. Nlpp, was tried before the
homes to tell their experiences
territorial' petit jury this afternoon.
willing ears.
"principals of the case nre
Tho corner window of the Phoenix The three
living
farmers
north of the city. The
dry goods store has been torn out and case
is the result of a fight which
a corner entrance is being put In.
When the entrance is completed, wide took place in a saloon in Los Griegos.
windows will embrace it on either
Files Petition of Bankruptcy.
side, giving the store a decldedlyq imE. M. McBrian of the McBrlan Fur
proved appearance as well as increas- niture company yesterday filed petiing the window display room.
tion of voluntary bankruptcy. M. E.
Mrs. T. J. Topham of this city has Hickey Is named to be referee in the
received word from a relative, Lyman case, which is set for hearing on May
Brewer, at Paso Hobles, Cal., stating
The McBrlan Furniture company
that his town escaped any damage conducts a general furniture business
whatever from earthquake, although on Gold avenue. The petitioner sets
Salinas and Las Animas, nearby towns forth his liabilities as being $16,564.V
damaged.
were considerably
Mr. and his assets as being $13,379.54,,
Brewer is the agent at Paso Robles $95 or which is claimed as exempt.
for the Wells Fargo Express com- H. B. Fergusson and Felix lister appany.
pear as attorneys for the petitioner.
Elijah Allen and family, of Chicago,
Our 'Quick 'White" ana "Blaneo"
are in the city, the guests of Captain
and Mrs. Norris. They came in from preparation will clean your white
the Pacific coast, where they visited slices and make them look like new.
applied; 10c and
for tho past few weeks, and left San Easily and quickly
Francisco a couple of days before that 25c a package. ' C. May's shoe store,
city was visited by earthquake
and 314 Wtst Railroad avenue.
fire.
The visitors will remain here
FIND THE CHICKtRING STORE
a few days, and then continue on
their way home.
Wherever you go, you will find the
In El Paso Sunday the Pass City
Colts, among wh,cm are numbered piano store hat represents Chlckor- such well known players as the Ja- - ing & Sons to be the best place to
coby brothers, Ingersoll and Harry look for pianos of less expensive
Sprint z. were wallojHMl by the Inter grade.
The name Chiekerlng is in Itself
nationals, a team from across the
of that store's
river, by a score of 18 to 7. Nearly almost a guarantee
may safely depend upon
800 fans saw the game, and the $185 methods. You
gate receipts were donated to the Its advice as to the other maRes It
San Francisco relief fund. Riordan handles. In New Mexico the dick
of El Paso, pitched for tho Juarez ering is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
team.
o
William Ulaesner, the Gold aveFOR SALE.
nue tailor, spent Sunday among
friends at Helen, where ho had a fine
Office furniture consisting of five
good roller top desks, safe, tables, chairs,
time, and witnessed
several
bowling games. The boys of that one large and one small letter press,
town have one of the finest bowling carpets and other Items. Call at room
alleys In the territory, and Mr, 31, N. T. Arimjo building.
GLaesner says some high scores were
WANTED, STORAGE.
made la.st Sunday. There were plenty
Your heating stoves rtorod for the
of good
German refreshments on
J. W. MASTERS,
hand, and all enjoyed the celebration summer.
118 Gold Avenue.
of
in fine style.
o
Mavnard Ounsul this morning re
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
ceived a telegram from Ira B. Ben
Remember, Eureka Is the only lime
nett, formerly of this city, but now
"Jay sold hero that will not pop, crack or
of Sanger, Cal.. which says:
home over Sunday. No damage dene, blister in the wall. See that it is
All well." Jay Is Mr. Bennett's son. sccifioti in your contract.
The
HAHN & CO.
who is a student at Berkeley.
o
Bennetts have a large number of
friends in Albuquerque, who will be
THE MAZE
pleased to learn that they suffered
as
property
neither loss of life nor
50 feet of Hoso
5 to $7.50
result of the California earthquake.
Hose Nozzles
35c
90c
lose Keels
Miss Nora C. Ealy, daughter of Dr
35c to 75c
anri Mrs. A. E. Ealv. and J. D. Jor sprinkling Cans
30c
dan, were united tn marriage at King Dinner Buckets
$2.25
man, Ariz., on Wednesday, April 18 3 gallon Water Coolers
$2.50
groom is the general manager Yellow Slickers
Th
10c
nd superintendent of tho Mocking 24- - inch Screen Wire, per yd
25c
company, 'lhe uriao s 2 pair Screen Door Hinges
Bird Mininir
$1
MiHon stoneware Churn
!"
S5e
Wash Suits
5c
Ijih Grass Fertilizer, per lb
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.
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PERSONAL

CANVAS SHOES & OXFORDS
for Men, Women and Children
are stylish, they are easy

Tlioy

well.

care

Made with as much

leather shoos, they

on the foot and they wear

as the

most

expensive

their shape.
If you have worn them before you know how satisfactory
they are, and If not, give them a trial, and we are sure you
will le pleased.
fit and hohi

MEN'S DARK GRAY CANVAS

SHOES

$1.50

MEN'S

OXFORDS

$1.50

DARK GRAY CANVAS

WOMEN'S WHITE CANVAS OXFORDS

$1.50

WHITE DUCK OXFORDS

WOMEN'S

$1.75

WOMEN'S WHITE SEA ISLAND COTTON
BOY'S

GRAY CANVAS

BLUCHERETTES

..$2.00

SHOES

$1.25

CHILDREN'S WHITE CANVAS

OXFORDS

do

95c to $1.25

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at P. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into .which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
Not. 118 and

South Second street.

120

GEO. W. HICKOX.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynat d Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE

OF

REPRESENTATIVES

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In Its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." 'TIs a
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
'
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

Do You Use

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy it from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for oae day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4-- Quart

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $150

2- 3- -

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c

...75o
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mall orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J.

H. O'RIELLY

CO, Druggists

LUMBER,

Barnett Building

CEMENT,
SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
-

-

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N.

M.

THE

EVERTT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
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SUITS
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common-sens- e
--

f 19

Cold

IS Gold Avenue

Glasses

Eyes

Adjusted.

If you make our store the
basis of your clothes operations
and the Hart Schaffner & Mane
quality the foundation of your
ideas, you'll be as well dressed
as a man can he.
Here's a Varsity Sack Suit,
doublo breasted, that a built on
the right plan; we think it
ought to be on you.

Tested.

Absolutely
Is guaranteed

LENSES GROUND

ON

TICKETS

R.R.

PREMISES

Schaffner

BOUGHT. SOLO

AND

&

reliability
with the Hart
Marx label.

all-wo- ol

SUITS FROM

EXCHANGED

$12

Association Offlea

to

$30

Transactions
Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD'S,

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P, M."

Simon Stern
THE

cIr

through
2ht
wear
and fit and give you style?

WHITE WAIST

--

WHITE WAISTS.
White Waists of plain and mercerized Madras; well tailored, at
98c

White Lawn Waists, neatly tucked,
and Chambray Waists, pink and
blue, at
98c
White Lawn Waists, also Imported
Linen Waists, lace and embroidery trimmed, at
95c
Fine, sheer, black Indian Linen
Waists, with fine, narrow tucks
and best black Lace Insertion;
regular $1.75, now
$1.25
White Lawn Waists, with all over
Embroidery, and tucked; well
worth $2.00; special at
$1.25
222 West Railroad

White Lawn Waists and also Batiste Waists, with five rows of
embroidery and lace
$1.23
White Dotted Swiss WalBts, tucked, lace and wide embroidery insertion, our regular $2.50 seller.
Very special, at
1.48
Tan India Linen Waist, with tucks
and three rows embroidery Insertion of same color. Only $1.23
Other Waists, made of Imported
Lawn, Batiste, and Lingerie and
Silk, ranging in price from $1.75
to $7.50, but worth $3.00 to $10.00
WASH SUITS.
Suits made of Novelty Suitings,
gray mixed; buttons same color;
--

Whitney
v2 g

fib

E. LiWASHBURN CO.

a c

Q o
O

ESDI

at

$3.43

Beautiful White Lawn Suit or India
Linen Suit, with band embroidered collar; very daintily trimmed, with embroidery bands and
lace bands. Worth $7.50. Very
special at
$3.98
ALBUQUERQUE.

Wf

Gfr

EP!M

N. M.

HJT

U5, 117 Soath First Street

cj

o
$
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3
o
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40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

I

s,WAMM&SOM
PURE DRUGS

DOCTOR OF OPTICS
6HUR-O-

N

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

Lowney's Candles

fIRM T ESTABLISH CD OPTICIAN IN THE CITY

Room tO, Whiting Blk.
Appointments Made

at Vann'e Drug Store.

Corner Gold Avcnuo and Second Street.

IWciMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY l
Successors to E. J. POST

A.

& COMPANY

Wholesale

Wholesale

and Retail

and Retail

First of the season.

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

REFRIGERATORS

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

M
M
M
M
M
M

FREEZERS

BAKE IT.
COIL IT.

122

$2.48

White Lawn Snlt, trimmed very
handsomely with embroidery and
tucked.
Only
$2.48
White Lawn Suits, tucked, Waist
and Skirt trimmed with fine, wide
embroidery and lace. Our $5.00
seller. For this sale, special

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

.59

J J 3,

tailor made; extraordinary value

at

HARDWARE

z

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

RUBBER HOSE
GARDEN TOOLS
SPADES,

M
M
M

SHOVELS

RAKES

GARDENBARROWS

H
M

H

IT, OR
IT.

not other fish like

9th

L. KEMPENICH

Avtnue

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Win, low screens, 7 cents per foot.
A homo mado door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and us strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
soietn door.
will out last Rny door shipped in here
togetucr
irnm tu cast,
with trim
mings, f(,r $1.25.
We make tho regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost.
heretofore $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

is

1

Begins the Bargain Event, that will bring hundreds to the Kempenlch Store. The price reductions are considerable, many of the waists and suits being priced at less than the cost of the materials.
The savings for
the women of this city from this sale will amount to hundreds of dollars.

HOUSE FOR REN1
FURNITURE OF SAME FOF
SALE. FINE LOCATION;
GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S

T,,''e

SUIT S4JLE

tYisD

THURSDAY, APRIL

ROOMING

$30.00

See Our Windows

The Railroad Ave. Cloihhr

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

AND

F I' Y

'Wef

1

SONS.

price our Stein Bloch Smart
Clothes that, master-mad- e
and

S3 0 .0 0

WEST 8ANTA FE AVENUE
Auto. Phone 118.

BebberOpticalCo.

11

Would you rather pay 10 per
cent, less for an ordinary ready- -

THAN buy at a

119

1

made?
Q

IVES, the FLORIST

f

Laying Clothes
Plans

I

chant tailor?

n

the time to plant
Dahlias, Tuberoses, Cannas, Glad-ions- ,
and Pansles.
We have a fine lot of Bulbs and
Plants.

Sa-mo-

WOULD you rather pay 50 per

SUITS

,

Is

h

--

The Question Sifts Down to This
cent more to an

llaas-Baruc-

if

SPRING

LOCAL AND

215 West Railroad Avenue

it.

ALBUQUERQUE,
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